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A. GROUP PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
Section II.A of the permit requires the Menomonee River Watershed Permittees to implement a
written public education and outreach program to increase the awareness of how the combined
actions of human behavior influence storm water pollution and its effects on the environment.
The permit allows for collaboration with other entities not regulated by the permit.
Milwaukee County and many of the other Menomonee River permittees collaborate with
Southeastern Wisconsin Watersheds Trust (Sweetwater) and contribute financially to the Respect
Our Waters Campaign, a multi-media campaign aiming to improve the public’s understanding of
stormwater runoff and water pollution.
The campaign focuses on the following topics identified in Table 1: Public Education and
Outreach Topics, of Section II.A. of the permit.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
Household Hazardous Waste Disposal/Pet Waste
Management/Vehicle Washing
Yard Waste Management/Pesticide and Fertilizer Application
Stream and Shoreline Management
Residential Infiltration
Construction Sites and Post-Construction Storm Water Management
Pollution Prevention
Green Infrastructure/Low Impact Development
Snow and Ice Control

More information regarding the Respect Our Waters Campaign can be found at the web address:
https://www.respectourwaters.org/home-swwt
Milwaukee County has also been committed to stormwater education and frequently hosts
seminars and workshops on topics related to stormwater. See attachment A.
Milwaukee County also posts educational stormwater material on its website, which can be
found at this web address:
https://county.milwaukee.gov/EN/Administrative-Services/Environmental-Services

B. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND PARTICIPATION
The permittee shall implement a public involvement and participation program that provides
opportunities for the public to effectively participate in the development, implementation, and
modification of the permittee’s storm water management program. The approach must include
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provisions for receiving and considering public comments on the following permit activities:
annual reports, SWMP revisions, adoption of storm water related ordinances, and TMDL
pollutant load reduction benchmark development. The permittee shall also identify delivery
mechanism and target participants associated with each permit activity. Delivery mechanisms
may include public workshop, presentation of storm water information, government event (public
hearing, council meeting, etc.), citizen committee meeting, or website.
Milwaukee County allows for public involvement and participation by allowing for comment on
Milwaukee County’s website. Currently, Milwaukee County’s annual reports are posted there.
It is Milwaukee County’s intention to post the Stormwater Management Plan (this document) and
revisions and TMDL pollutant load benchmark development when they become available.
Public comment is also welcome at County Board committee meetings when updates on
Milwaukee County’s stormwater program are provided to the County Board. All County Board
and County Board Committee Meetings are posted on the County Legislative Information Center
(CLIC) website. To go the website, click the link: County of Milwaukee | Milwaukee County |
County Legislative Information Center | Milwaukee County CLIC.

C. ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND ELIMINATION
Milwaukee County is required to develop a regulatory mechanism to prevent and eliminate illicit
discharges to the municipal sewer system. To this end, Milwaukee County modified the
Milwaukee County Ordinance Chapter 39 Disposal or Refuse or Waste in establishing the illicit
discharge, detection, and elimination (IDDE) program. This ordinance is supported by other
municipal ordinances. Milwaukee County is wholly incorporated and all 19 municipalities within
the County are required to have an illicit discharge ordinance. When appropriate, Milwaukee
County may defer to these municipalities for enforcement of their ordinances. Milwaukee County
may also defer to the Department of Natural Resources for enforcement of the WPDES Permit
when applicable.
Milwaukee County Ordinance Chapter 67 Public Way Permits establishes permit requirements
for work done in and occupancy of county arterial highways and includes policies for private and
municipal connections into County storm sewers within the public way. As a large percentage of
connections into the County’s sewers occur in County trunk highways, this is an important
mechanism to prevent and detect illicit connections and discharges. Per the requirements of this
chapter, Milwaukee County requires the submission of pre and post development plans as part of
the permit application process.
Milwaukee County Ordinance Chapter 87 Inspection for Environmental Pollution grants
inspection authority to the Environmental Services Division of the Department of Transportation
and Public Works to investigate property, structures, and premises to determine the existence of a
violation or the presence of any environmental pollution.
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Milwaukee County will comply with the field screening requirements of Part II.D. of the
Menomonee Group MS4 Permit section for Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination screening
of storm water outfalls. Field screening of outfalls will occur during a 72-hour dry weather
period. If flow is observed, water samples will be collected and analyzed. Samples will be
analyzed according to the Investigation Procedures detailed in the Milwaukee County IDDE
Investigation and Elimination Procedure and Enforcement Response Plan (Attachment B).
Major outfalls are determined based on the parameters defined in WDNR Guidance Document
WT-19-0027-C. At least twenty percent of major outfalls will be screened annually. Priority
outfalls are determined based on the Human Illicit Discharge Potential analysis. At least twenty
percent of the Priority HIDP outfalls will be screened annually. More information on this
analysis can be found in Section II.D.2(1) of the Menomonee Group MS4 Permit No. WIS065404-2. Storm water outfalls with prior testing results outside of the Action Levels may
require annual screening. More information is provided in Attachment C.
Milwaukee County Departments are responsible for the sewers within their jurisdiction.
Milwaukee County Environmental Services will assist owner departments in the investigation of
suspected illicit discharges identified by the above means that occur within the County’s storm
sewer system. This includes investigations of possible illicit connections, spills, or other evidence
of non-stormwater discharges.
Owner departments will be required to fix or remove illicit connections and prevent illicit
discharges per the requirements of the stormwater permit. Environmental Services will notify the
Department, when appropriate, of illicit discharges, illicit connections, or spills within or into the
County storm system or waters of the state. The complete Investigation and Elimination
Procedures and Enforcement Response Plan is provided in Attachment B. The Illicit Discharge
Elimination and Detection Sampling Exceedance Follow-Up Procedure for outfalls that have
indicators beyond the action limit is provided in Attachment C. The Milwaukee County IDDE
Indicator Parameters and Action Level definitions are provided in Attachment D.

D. CONSTRUCTION SITE POLLUTION CONTROL
Milwaukee County was given the option by the Department of Natural Resources to not enact a
Construction Site Pollution Control Ordinance. Milwaukee County is completely incorporated
and all municipalities within Milwaukee County are also required to enact an ordinance. As
such, it would be duplicative for Milwaukee County to enact an ordinance, and Milwaukee
County has opted to defer to local municipal ordinances. See Attachment E.

E. POST-CONSTRUCTION STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
Milwaukee County was given the option by the Department of Natural Resources to not enact a
Post-Construction Stormwater Management Ordinance. Milwaukee County is completely
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incorporated and all municipalities within Milwaukee County are also required to enact an
ordinance. As such, it would be duplicative for Milwaukee County to enact an ordinance, and
Milwaukee County has opted to defer to local municipal ordinances. See Attachment F.

F. POLLUTION PREVENTION
F.1 Winter Road Management
1. Winter Road Management:
a)
Road salt or other deicer shall not be applied in quantities larger than required to
maintain public safety. The permittee shall develop and implement a written salt application or
salt reduction strategy to minimize over application of deicers. The strategy shall include a
description of the temperature, precipitation event, and road conditions, and other factors which
warrant different management techniques. The plan will also include a description of the
equipment and products used for road management.
b)
All salt application equipment shall be calibrated annually beginning November 2020.
Calibration methods shall be documented in the salt application strategy or similar document
and calibration records kept for 5 years.
c)
Training on the Permittee’s salt strategy shall be provided at a frequency no less than
every other year.
d)
The quantity of salt and other deicing products shall be tracked on a monthly basis and
reported on the annual report.
Milwaukee County’s salt reduction strategy can be found in Attachment G.
Salt application equipment is calibrated annually by Milwaukee County Fleet Management staff
and recorded. All salt application equipment appears on the form. An example form can be
found in Attachment H.
Milwaukee County staff involved with deicing activities attends staff attends salt reduction
workshops. Milwaukee County and Sweetwater is also currently developing a chloride training
for County staff. The training will be an online module based on Milwaukee County’s salt
strategy.

F.2 Nutrient Management
The application of turf and garden fertilizers on five acres or more of municipally controlled
properties shall be done in accordance with a site-specific nutrient application schedule based
on appropriate soil tests. The nutrient application schedule shall be designed to maintain the
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optimal health of the turf or garden vegetation. All properties subject to this section shall be
identified on the MS4 map.
The Milwaukee County Department of Parks, Recreation, and Culture (DPRC) maintains
Nutrient Management Plans (NMP) at seven municipal golf courses. These seven golf courses
are Oakwood, Warnimont, Whitnall, Greenfield, Grant, Dretzka, and Currie.
The DPRC also maintains a NMP for approximately seven hundred sixty (760) leased acres of
undeveloped parkland for agricultural uses. Although most of the land lies along the Root River
and Oak Creek Corridors, there are several parcels of leased land in Bender and Franklin Parks,
as well as in the northern portion of the County. All of the County-owned parcels leased for
agricultural uses are located within proposed recreational sites or floodplains, or in primary or
secondary environmental corridors.
These NMPs are in place to ensure that nutrients used on site for recreational and/or agriculture
purposes follow standards such as to avoid and reduce nutrient depletion, soil erosion, and the
discharge of fertilizers and pesticides to Milwaukee County waterways.

F.3 Management of Leaves and Grass Clippings
Milwaukee County does not collect leaves or grass clippings from residents for offsite disposal.

F.4 Storm Water Pollution Prevention Planning
The MS4 permit requires municipal garages, storage areas, and other public works related
facilities to create and maintain a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans (SWPPP) for each
applicable site under Milwaukee County’s control. Requirements for these SWPPPs are outlined
in NR 216.27 (3) of the Wis. Adm. Code. Milwaukee County maintains seven sites with a
SWPPP; these seven sites include McKinley Marina, Timmerman Airport, General Mitchel
International Airport South Maintenance Yard, Highway Maintenance North Shop, Fleet
Maintenance, Parks Maintenance, and The Milwaukee County Zoo.
The SWPPPs are designed to ensure that stormwater pollution prevention measures are in place
to reduce and eliminate the potential for pollution impacts to the storm sewer system and
downstream waterways. These SWPPPs include details on potential sources of pollution,
description of on-site activities, spill prevention, a map of the site, and description of BMPs to
reduce the runoff of pollutants from the site.
These sites are each inspected seven times per year to ensure that all SWPPP requirements are
being met and upheld. Inspections include four quarterly wet weather inspections, two semiannual dry weather inspections, and one comprehensive annual inspection. Any deficiencies
identified during these inspections are communicated with the owner department of the site,
corrected, and if applicable, updated on the SWPPP.
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Currently, each individual County department trains employees that work at these facilities on
plan implementation. The County is partnering with Sweetwater to develop a County-wide
SWPPP training.

F.5 Internal Training and Education
The permittee shall provide education for appropriate municipal and other personnel involved in
implementing the pollution prevention programs. Documentation shall be maintained of the date,
the names of each person attending, and the content of the training.
Milwaukee County is currently partnering with Sweetwater to develop several stormwater
training modules for County staff. Trainings under development include general stormwater
training for all staff working in the field, SWPPP training for individuals that work at a facility
with a SWPPP, and Chloride training for employees involved with winter pavement
management. These trainings will be provided online on Ceridian Dayforce, a human resources
software platform that houses much of Milwaukee County’s required trainings. The on-line
training allows staff to complete the courses when they have the time. The software documents
completion of the course.

G. STORM WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Each municipality shall develop and implement a municipal storm water management program
that controls the discharge of total suspended solids from the MS4 system to waters of the state.
1.
The storm water management program shall achieve compliance with the developed
urban area performance standards of s. NR 151.13(2), Wis. Adm. Code, for those areas of the
municipality that were not subject to the post-construction performance standards of s. NR
151.12 or 151.24, Wis. Adm. Code. (Note: projects prior to Oct. 1, 2004).
2.
The permittee shall ensure continued operation and maintenance of all best management
practices implemented on or before July 1, 2011, to achieve a total suspended solids reduction of
more than 20 percent as compared to no controls.

G.1 Green Storm Water Infrastructure Program
Milwaukee County owns 320 individual installations of green stormwater infrastructure (GSI)
and maintains a GSI inspection program where water-quality GSI installations are inspected each
year. These 320 GSI installations include many that are located at General Mitchell Internation
Airport, which is covered under a separate and unique stormwater permit so are not included in
this inspection program. Furthermore, many GSI installations are water quantity installations
(e.g. detention ponds) or more simplistic in nature (e.g. pavement reductions) that are not
included in the inspection program. As of 2022, 171 of these GSI installations are water quality
insulations located in areas covered under this permit and are inspected each year. The
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Milwaukee County GSI Annual Inspection Forms (Attachment I) detail the inspection criteria for
the various types of water quality GSI that are inspected each year. If an annual inspection
identifies non-routine or critical maintenance at a site, the owner department of that GSI is
promptly informed and assisted in correcting the site.

G.2 Compliance with NR 151 Performance Standards
Milwaukee County demonstrated compliance with the developed urban area performance
standards of s. NR151.13(2), Wis. Adm. Code and met the goal of 20% reduction of Total
Suspended Solids (TSS) by the 2008 deadline. See Attachment J. The results of the modeling
were submitted with the 2007 Annual Report.
Milwaukee County completed another analysis in 2009-2010 that confirmed that the performance
standard had been met. See Attachment K.

G.3 Outfall Delineation and TMDL Analysis
As of 2022, Milwaukee County currently is delineating drainage areas for over 1,300 storm water
outfalls. Delineation of all outfalls is critical in understanding the drainage area for all
Milwaukee County-owned land, and in-turn understanding where all outfall-drainage areas lie
within the TMDL watersheds.
Upon completion of the outfall delineations, Milwaukee County intends to analyze the TMDL
impacts of all GSI installations that are already built within the storm water infrastructure.
Milwaukee County can then evaluate the storm water benefits of all existing GSI within each
existing stormwater outfall drainage basins and compare this with the TMDL watersheds. This
work is being funded in part by a WDNR Urban Nonpoint Source Planning Grant. This
assessment should provide a roadmap forward in understanding which TMDL watersheds need
the most effort in order to meet TMDL goals.
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ATTACHMENT A
Milwaukee County Public Education and Outreach
2012-2022
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Respect Our Waters Campaign
2012-2020
Milwaukee County contributed to the Respect Our Waters Campaign, a
multimedia campaign aiming to improve the public’s understanding of stormwater runoff and
water pollution.
Turf Quality Workshop
April 27, 2012 Milwaukee County hosted a workshop on maintaining turf quality while using less
fertilizer. Fortin Consulting led the workshop. The intent of the workshop was to educate about
ways to reduce fertilizer amounts, thereby saving money and reducing negative impacts on
nearby waterways.
Franklin Sports Complex Parking Lot
November 8, 2012
A media event was held to recognize the opening of the reconstructed
parking lot at the Sports Complex. The parking lot featured permeable pavement, which reduces
the impact from storm water runoff to the nearby Root River. The Milwaukee County Parks also
posted construction progress on their Facebook page.
Franklin Sports Complex Parking Lot
February 27, 2013 and March 21, 2013 Milwaukee County LCD staff presented on the County’s
Sports Complex pervious pavement project to the Root River Watershed Restoration Plan
Stakeholders and the S.E. Wisconsin Clean Water Network.
Stormwater BMP Design Guide for Parking Lots
May 14, 2013 and August 25, 2013
Milwaukee County LCD staff presented “Practical Steps
in Pursuit of Sustainability—Milwaukee County Steps Forward” This presentation focused largely
on Milwaukee County’s stormwater BMP design guide for parking lots. The presentation was
given at the 2013 American Public Works Association Sustainability in Public Works Conference in
San Diego and later at the 2013 International Public Works Congress in Chicago.
Permeable Paver Workshop
September 5, 2013
Milwaukee County hosted a Permeable Pavement Workshop at the
Sports Complex in Franklin. The workshop was conducted in conjunction with a green
infrastructure promotion project, in which Milwaukee County is a partner along with the MMSD
and 1,000 Friends of Wisconsin.
Fall Conservation Tour
October 9, 2013
Milwaukee County Environmental Services hosted a daylong tour of six
green infrastructure projects located in Milwaukee County. Speakers and guides included staff
from WDNR, Urban Ecology Center, the Rock Sports Complex, and Milwaukee County Parks, and
Milwaukee County Environmental Services.
Codes and Ordinances Review Project
2013 In 2013, Milwaukee County partnered with 1000 Friends of Wisconsin for the Municipal
Codes & Ordinances Review Project. The project involved a review of municipal codes and
ordinances and made recommended revisions to the municipal codes that would remove barriers
to promote green infrastructure. In 2013, ten municipalities within the Menomonee River
Watershed participated in the code review. The program was so well received that it was
expanded into 2014-2015 to include all the municipalities in the entire Milwaukee Metropolitan
Sewerage District coverage area. The project was funded by the Fund for Lake Michigan, the
Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District, and Wisconsin Coastal Management Program.
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•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Regional Success Using Pervious Pavement
May 2, 2014 Milwaukee County Environmental Services gave an overview of successful
applications of permeable pavement in Wisconsin and in the northcentral United States at the
Clean Rivers Clean Lake Conference in Milwaukee.
Franklin Sports Complex Parking Lot
May 9, 2014 Milwaukee County Environmental Services presented the Sport Complex
pervious pavement project to the Association of Metropolitan Milwaukee Public Works
Administrators and Engineers.
Native Landscaping for Stormwater Design
October 23, 2014
Milwaukee County Environmental Services gave an overview of County
projects using native landscaping and provided instruction on specifications and plans for the use
inclusion of native landscaping into design plans in this course through the UW-Milwaukee
Continuing Education Program.
Next Generation of Permeable Pavement Conference
October 23, 2015
Milwaukee County Environmental Services presented the role of
municipal codes on green infrastructure with emphasis on pervious pavement and lessons learned
from the Codes and Ordinances Project completed by 1000 Friends of Wisconsin and Milwaukee
County
Tracking Sustainability Data and Goal Setting
June 2, 2015 Milwaukee County Environmental Services co-presented this webinar, which
included green infrastructure planning, to the Federation of Environmental Technologists.
Nature Ignores Design That Ignores Nature
November 4, 2015
Milwaukee County Environmental Services co-presented this green
infrastructure design seminar to the Wisconsin Parks and Recreation Association.
Codes and Ordinances
April 28, 2016 Milwaukee County Environmental Services presented, at the Clean Rivers, Clean
Lake Conference, a workshop on the results of WinSLAMM modeling of how stormwater runoff
volume and TSS loads would change if sites in Southeastern Wisconsin were re-developed under
different zoning requirements
Collaborative Planning
April 28, 2016 Milwaukee County Environmental Services presented at the Clean Rivers, Clean
Lake Conference, on one of the first watershed-based M.S.4 permits, the eleven-community
Menomonee River Watershed Permittees, and how the two-year process reached successful
agreement to a collaborative project.
Codes and Ordinances
April 2016
Steve Keith presented at the Clean Rivers Clean Lake annual conference on the
topic of adapting codes and ordinances to promote green infrastructure.
Great Lakes Committee of the Wisconsin Land & Water Association
June 21, 2017 Milwaukee County hosted one-day workshop covering conservation topics
including water quality, urban agriculture, urban natural resources management in coordination
with the Great Lakes Committee of the Wisconsin Land & Water Association, and included a tour
of the UW School of Freshwater Sciences.
Green Infrastructure Presentation
October 26, 2017
A representative from Milwaukee County presented and served on a
panel discussion at the WAFSCM Conference. The topic was Green Infrastructure.
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•

•

•

•

•

Milwaukee County’s winter salt application and road maintenance
January 26, 2018
Milwaukee County Environmental Services staff presented at a luncheon
to SWANA (a local interest group) on Milwaukee County’s winter salt application and road
maintenance.
Salt Talk: Reducing Impacts of Road Salt
November 8, 2018
Milwaukee County collaborated with the City of Cudahy on hosting a
chlorides reduction seminar intended for public works employees. 2018 Salt Talk: Reducing
Impacts of Road Salt
Designing Green Infrastructure to Control Maintenance Costs
May 22, 2019 Milwaukee County hosted a Green Infrastructure operation and maintenance
workshop Designing Green Infrastructure to Control Maintenance Costs The event was attended
by over 60 people, largely representing regional units of government.
Stormwater Best Management Practice Performance Assessment
May 22, 2019 Milwaukee County completed a Stormwater Best Management Practice
Performance Assessment, and presented the results at the Designing Green Infrastructure to
Control Maintenance Costs workshop.
Budgeting for green infrastructure maintenance.
June 9, 2022 Milwaukee County Environmental Services staff presented a study of annual
costs for green infrastructure types and what information is needed to assemble a maintenance
plan or a maintenance RFP at the Sweetwater Technical Education meeting.
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MILWAUKEE COUNTY
Architecture, Engineering, and Environmental Services Procedures
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination:
Milwaukee County Investigation and Elimination Procedure (IEP)
& Enforcement Response Plan (ERP)
Procedure Number:
Prepared by:
Procedure Description:

Procedure Responsibility:

Procedure Purpose:

ENV_201
Creation Date: March 24, 2021
Ruekert & Mielke, Inc.
Revision Date: March 24, 2021
This document contains the written procedures for investigating and
responding to known or suspected illicit discharges. This document
also contains the enforcement response plan to be utilized when an
illicit discharge is detected.
Environmental Engineer or Equivalent
Immediately investigating portions of the municipal separate storm sewer
system that, based on the results of visual observation, field screening,
laboratory analysis, or other relevant information, such as a complaint or
referral.

Definitions
Illicit Connection – An illicit connection is defined as any drain or conveyance, whether on the surface or
subsurface, which allows an illegal discharge to enter the storm system or any drain or conveyance, which has not
been approved by Milwaukee County or another authorized enforcement agency.
Illicit Discharge – An illicit discharge is defined as any discharge to the municipal separate storm sewer system
that is not composed entirely of storm water, except for discharges allowed under an NPDES permit or waters
used for firefighting operations.
IDDE Program – An Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination Program. The purpose of an IDDE program is
to detect and remove illicit connections and discharges to the municipal separate storm sewer system.
Background
To comply with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resource’s General Permit to Discharge under the
Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (WPDES Permit No. WI-S065404-2), Milwaukee County has
compiled the following Investigation and Elimination Procedure (IEP) and Enforcement Response Plan (ERP).
The intent of the Investigation and Elimination Procedure is to identify and eliminate discharges from sanitary
conveyance systems to the municipal storm sewer system.
The intent of the Enforcement Response Plan is to document enforcement procedures in the event that an illicit
discharge or illicit connection is identified.
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Contacts
The Milwaukee County Director of Environmental Services shall be responsible for responding to reports of
illicit discharges and spills. Additional contacts who may respond are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Milwaukee County Contacts
Name
Stevan Keith
Tim Detzer
Jack Sudar
Mark Sifuentes

Phone Number
414-278-4355
414-278-2988
414-278-4870
414-278-5238

Title
Environmental Services Unit Leader
Senior Environmental Engineer
Environmental Engineer
Civil Engineer
Notifications

When an illicit discharge or connection is suspected Milwaukee County Employees will notify their
immediate supervisor and the Director of Environmental Services.
The WDNR and the Milwaukee County Emergency Management/LEPC will be notified immediately in the
event of the spill or release of a hazardous substance, which has resulted or may result in the discharge of
pollutants into waters of the state.
WDNR 24-Hour Spill Hotline
1-800-943-0003
Emergency Management/LEPC 414-278-4709
The WDNR and the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District will be notified in advance of any dye
testing within the storm sewer system.
WDNR, Benjamin Benninghoff 414-263-8625
MMSD, Sharon Mertens
414-272-5100
If an illicit discharge originating from the County’s permitted area enters into the storm sewer system of another
municipality, the County will notify that municipality within one working day.
Investigation Procedures
Annual Field Screening and Follow-up Procedure
Testing is to be performed at the locations identified in this program per the field screening schedule provided in
Table 2.
Field screening will be conducted:
 During dry weather periods; and
 No sooner than 72 hours after a precipitation event that produces runoff.
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Table 2. Storm Water Outfall Classification for Field Screening
Outfall
Classification

Major

HIDP
Priority

Priority

Classification Requirement
Major Outfalls meet one of the following criteria:
1. A single pipe with an inside diameter of 36
inches or more, or from an equivalent conveyance
(cross sectional area of 1,018 square inches) which
is associated with a drainage area of more than 50
acres.
2. A municipal separate storm sewer system that
receives storm water runoff from lands zoned for
industrial activity that is associated with a
drainage area of more than 2 acres or from other
lands with 2 or more acres of industrial activity,
but not land zoned for industrial activity that does
not have any industrial activity present.
Outfalls which, regardless of size, have been
identified as a priority screening location based
upon the Human Illicit Discharge Potential
(HIDP) methodology.
A major outfall which showed evidence of illicit
discharges or exceeded a parameter action level
during the last two samplings under the previous
permit term.

Field Screening Frequency

Twenty percent of Major outfalls shall be
screened annually.

Twenty percent of HIDP Priority outfalls
shall be screened annually.
Outfalls that are classified as Priority based
on prior results shall be screened annually.

The field screening crew will coordinate with Milwaukee County staff prior to initiating the IDDE screening as
well as during and after the IDDE screening, as needed.
 At each testing location1, the following will be performed:
o Assess the testing location and document findings on the illicit discharge field screening form.
 Parameters include: outfall description, material, dimensions, surface sheen, odor,
presence of flow, damage, deposits, abnormal vegetation, suds, or additional
descriptive observations.
o If no flow is observed, the testing at this location is complete.
o If flow is observed, sampling will be required. Follow Flow Testing Procedures.

Flow Testing Procedures
If flow is observed at a testing location, the following will be performed:
1. Obtain a grab sample of the flow using a 250-milliliter container.
2. In-field testing or laboratory analysis is performed for the parameters provided in Attachment D of the
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination Program.
3. The test results will be recorded for all parameters, documented on the inspection forms, and included in
the annual IDDE report.
4. Follow Procedure No: ENV 200 (Attachment C) if testing results are above Action Levels (Attachment
D).

1

Inaccessible or submerged outfalls will be sampled at the nearest upstream location.
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In addition to annual testing, illicit connections may be identified through the following activities:
1. Maintenance and upgrades at County facilities,
2. Development of SWPPPs at facilities identified in the permit application,
3. Field screening of major outfalls,
4. Tracking and containing spills,
5. Regular maintenance of storm sewers,
6. Continued refinement of the County’s stormwater map,
7. Education of County employees, and/or,
8. Milwaukee County Sewer System Evaluation Survey.
Emergency Spill Response Procedure
Per the Wisconsin DNR, a spill is a discharge of one or more hazardous substances that will adversely impact, or
threaten to adversely impact, human health, welfare, or the environment and requires an immediate response.2 All
emergency spills and illicit discharges, regardless of size, shall be immediately reported to the County and will be
investigated by County staff as soon as practical.
Emergency responders will respond to spill/illicit discharge complaints and contain spills that may discharge into,
or are already within the MS4, including identification of the potential source. In those cases where a spill/illicit
discharge may involve a HAZMAT situation and/or life saving measures, specific hazardous materials response
and discharge protocol may take priority over IDDE protocol to protect the public, and safety for all.
County staff will notify the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (WDNR) of all spills and/or release of hazardous
substances which result in discharge of said pollutants into
waters of the state (local streams, lakes, or wetlands).
Notification will be immediate after being made aware of the
spill. The WDNR 24-hour spill reporting hotline is (800) 9430003.
The County will keep WDNR informed of the spill response status, including notification of when the situation is
corrected.
Elimination Procedures
When the source of an illicit discharge or illicit connection is identified, an effort will be made to lessen the
potential of further releases into the storm sewer system.
The owner department will be responsible for removing the illicit connection. Within 30 days of notice of a
known illicit connection, action must be made to seek elimination of the illicit discharge. Environmental Services
can assist in this effort. The WDNR municipal storm water permitting and compliance staff will be contacted by
Environmental Services to discuss an appropriate time frame for removal of the illicit connection/discharge.
WDNR Municipal Storm Water Permitting and Compliance Contacts for Milwaukee County:
Samantha Katt, Wastewater Specialist, 414-522-0073
Suzy Limberg, Wastewater Specialist, 608-438-3055
Amy Minser, Water Resources Engineer, 608-266-4359
If the elimination of the illicit discharge will take more than 30 days, either one of the following options is
required:
1. Development and implementation of an illicit discharge elimination plan is required by the owner
2

WDNR Website on Reporting a Spill: https://dnr.wisconsin.gov/topic/Spills/define.html
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2.

department. This plan must be submitted to the WDNR within 45 days of determining the source of the
illicit connection, or
The owner department may document the implement response procedures, a response plan, or similar
document. The action plan, response procedures, response plan or similar document must include a
timeframe for elimination of the illicit discharge as soon as practicable.
Documentation Procedures

Routine Annual Investigations - Reporting
1.

Once the field investigations are complete, a summary report will be compiled.
a. Compile and review a draft report which outlines the findings from the field inspections and provides
initial recommendations and conclusions.
b. Outfalls may be re-categorized based on the results from the annual field screening to one of the
following:
i. Procedure No: ENV 200
1. Field analysis suggests a strong illicit discharge potential of an outfall that may require
further investigation beyond routine annual screening. The outfall may be recategorized as Priority or HIDP Priority.
2. Implementation of additional investigative measures may vary based on field findings.
ii. Remove Priority Outfall from Further Field Screening During the Permit Cycle
1. Field screening results in a non-flowing outfall or a flowing outfall where indicator
parameters are not present in the results of the last two years of inspection.
2. The outfall is not a concern for an illicit discharge for the current permit term and will
be reassessed in the next permit term.
3. The outfall may then be removed from the Priority outfall designation list and annual
testing is no longer required.
c. Finalize the annual IDDE report. This shall include updates to the outfall inspection rotation schedule
based on the field screening results in the given year.

Complaints & Referrals Documentation
The County will maintain complaints and referrals received for inclusion into IDDE inspection assessment.
Enforcement Response Procedures
In the event that the illicit discharge investigation identifies a responsible party, the below enforcement response
procedures may be implemented.
Enforcement actions may include:
 Verbal warning,
 Suspension or Stop Work Orders,
 Fines,
 Reimbursements of the cost of abatement and/or monitoring,
 Civil Action.
Factors to consider in the selection of enforcement response include:
 Frequency of violations,
 Other types of non-compliance,
 Degree of impact to the environment and the community.
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Milwaukee County Stormwater Management Plan
ATTACHMENT C
ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND ELIMINATION:
MILWAUKEE COUNTY INVESTIGATION AND ELIMINATION PROCEDURE (IEP)
& ENFORCEMENT RESPONSE PLAN (ERP)

MILWAUKEE COUNTY
Architecture, Engineering, and Environmental Services Procedures
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination Sampling Exceedance Follow-up Procedure
Procedure Number:
Prepared by:
Procedure Description:
Procedure Responsibility:
Procedure Purpose:

ENV_200
Creation Date: January 12, 2016
Jack Sudar
Revision Date: March 24, 2021
This procedure outlines the follow-up actions to take if there is an indicator
from sampling data of a potential illicit discharge in the storm sewer
system.
Environmental Engineer or Equivalent
It is necessary to follow-up with a sampling exceedance per Milwaukee
County’s MS4 permit that requires all Major and Priority outfalls be sampled
as part of the IDDE program goals of identifying and eliminating illicit
discharges. The purpose of following up with a sampling exceedance is to
determine the source of an illicit discharge and remove the illicit connection.

Definitions



Illicit Discharge – An illicit discharge is defined as any discharge to the municipal separate
storm sewer system that is not composed entirely of storm water, except for discharges allowed
under an NPDES permit or waters used for firefighting operations.



IDDE Program – An Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination Program. The purpose of an
IDDE program is to detect and remove illicit connections and discharges to the municipal separate
storm sewer system.

Background
Milwaukee County’s MS4 permit requires that all Major and Priority outfalls be sampled for the parameters
outlined in Attachment D – Indicator Parameters and Action Levels. Milwaukee County has permission from
WDNR to sample potassium in lieu of detergents and has historically elected to sample chloride instead of
fluoride.
This sampling is required for compliance with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources WPDES MS4
Permit No. WI-S065404-2. Milwaukee County has over 21,000 stormwater structures with many storm water
outfalls. The County has developed a prioritized list of storm sewer outfalls for illicit discharge detection and
elimination screening (Attachment E). Storm water outfalls have been classified as Major, Priority, or HIDP
through the systematic analysis of the storm sewer system. Factors include the proximity of sanitary and
stormwater pipes, age of development, parcels per square mile, condition of pipes, past discharge complaints,
and Human Illicit Discharge Potential (HIDP).
Per the MS4 permit, twenty percent of all Major and HIDP Priority outfalls shall be sampled annually.
This schedule ensures that all Major and Priority outfalls are sampled at least once per five-year permit
term. In addition, outfalls classified as Priority based on prior testing Action Level exceedance shall be
sampled annually.
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Procedures

Initial Follow-up Actions
If there is an indicator from the sampling data of a potential illicit discharge, additional investigation may be
appropriate. Per the WDNR Guidance for Illicit Discharge Screening (Attachment F), the Action Levels for
field screening parameters are to be used as a starting point in decision making. Therefore, not all outfall
results outside of the Action Level may require further investigation.
When investigation is deemed appropriate, initial steps for investigation include:



Look upstream of the outfall. Open manholes upstream in an attempt to identify a source of flow. If
a source of flow is discovered, follow it upstream as far as practical to identify the origin.



Contact the Milwaukee County owner department that is responsible for the outfall and Milwaukee
County Environmental Services staff in order to gather more information.



View areal maps to see if there is a potential source (e.g. manufacturing facilities, residential
neighborhoods, industrial cleaners, water fountains, etc.).



Gather storm sewer and sanitary sewer maps of the surrounding area.



Which of the initially sampled parameters has an exceedance? Determine what the initial parameter
exceedance could be an indicator of, and then factor that into the investigation.
 Example: A copper exceedance could be an example of manufacturing or industrial
waste, so check to see if there are any of these types of facilities within the area.

Additional Follow-up Actions
After performing the initial investigation, additional actions may include:



If a suspected source is discovered, contact the property owner. Ask if they may know of a
potential cause. Ask for their sewer maps and to meet with someone familiar with their sanitary and
storm sewer utilities.



If a suspected source is discovered, and it is flowing from another municipality’s pipe or storm
structure, inform the municipality of your findings. The responsible municipality should be liable
for further investigation of the potential illicit discharge.



If a suspected source is discovered, smoke or dye testing may be performed to verify the source.



If there are multiple sources of flow upstream, sampling each of these sources for the elevated
parameter can help to determine the origin of the illicit discharge.



If a source cannot be identified, some additional sampling parameters to follow up with could
include detergents, fluoride, pH, human Bacteroides, and E. coli.
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Final Follow-up Actions
If a source is identified through the initial and additional investigations, then the final actions shall include:



Upon confirmation of a source of an illicit discharge, the County will take action to seek to eliminate
the illicit discharge within 30 days. If the illicit discharge cannot be eliminated within 30 days, the
County shall submit an elimination plan to the DNR within 45 days of determining the source of the
discharge. Refer to Section II.D.3(f) of the Menomonee Group MS4 Permit No. WI-S065404-2.



Upon discovery of a potential illicit discharge, Milwaukee County should notify the DNR within 6
months if no source is able to be found.



The responsible party of the illicit discharge should remove their connection into the storm
sewer system. If the owner is not corporative with rectifying the illicit connection, the DNR
should be notified and asked to help correct the situation.



Upon removal of an illicit connection, sampling of the outfall can be performed to verify that
the removal of the illicit connection has been achieved.



The DNR will be notified of the findings of the IDDE program in our annual storm water report.
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Milwaukee County Stormwater Management Plan
ATTACHMENT D
ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND ELIMINATION SAMPLING
EXCEEDANCE FOLLOW-UP PROCEDURE

Milwaukee County IDDE: Indicator Parameters and Action Levels
Parameter

Action Level

Ammonia

0.1 mg/l

Sanitary sewage and industrial wastewater

Pets, wildlife and potentially WPDES
permitted discharges

Detergents

0.5 mg/l

Industrial cleansers, cemmercial wash water
and sanitary sewage

Residential car washing

pH

Less than 6 or greater than 9

Total Chlorine

Detection or positive test unless associated
with a WPDES permitted discharge at
background water supply levels

Total Copper

0.1 mg/l

Total Phenol

Detection of positive test

Fluoride

Non-Illicit Sources

Industrial wastewater and concrete truck wash- Groundwater and WPDES permitted
out
discharges
Industrial wastewater, swimming pools and
sanitary sewage

WPDES permitted discharge

Copper-based product use and manufacturing WPDES permitted discharge
Chemical, textile, paint, resin, tire, plastic,
None
electronics and pharmaceutical manufacturing

Detection above background groundwater or Commercial and industrial wastewaters with a Groundwater and WPDES permitted
water supply levels
water supply component
discharges

Potassium

10 mg/l

E. Coli

10,000 MPN/100 mL

Human Bacteroides

Illicit Sources

Detection or positive test

Sanitary sewage and industrial wastewater

Groundwater and WPDES permitted
discharges

Sanitary sewage

Wildlife and pets

Sanitary sewage

None

The WDNR Menomonee Group MS4 Permit No. WI-S065404-2 requires sampling for pH, total chlorine, total copper, total phenol, and detergents.
Milwaukee County may sample potassium in lieu of detergents.
Milwaukee County may sample for flouride in lieu of total chlorine.
All Major outfalls shall be sampled once every 5 years (once per permit cycle) unless there is an indication of an illicit discharge.
All Priority Human Illicit Discharge Potential outfalls shall be sampled once every 5 years (once per permit term) unless there is an indication of an illicit discharge.
Outfalls with prior exceedence may require annual testing. Refer to the Milwaukee County IDDE Program Inspection & Elimination and Enforcement Response Plan
for more information.
Yellow indicates that this parameter is required to be sampled.
Red indicates that one of these parameters is required to be sampled.
Blue indicates that this parameter was allowed to replace another required parameter.
Green indicates that this is a required parameter, though another parameter was allowed to replace it.
Purple indicates that one of these parameters is required to be sampled to meet the requirement for bacteria sampling.

Milwaukee County Stormwater Management Plan
ATTACHMENT E
. CONSTRUCTION SITE POLLUTION CONTROL

Milwaukee County Stormwater Management Plan
ATTACHMENT F
. POST-CONSTRUCTION STORM WATER MANAGEMENT

Milwaukee County Stormwater Management Plan
ATTACHMENT G
SALT REDUCTION STRATEGY

MILWAUKEE COUNTY
Interoffice Memorandum

DATE:

December 15, 2020

TO:

Stevan Keith, Environmental Services Unit Head

FROM:

Eddie Santiago, Director of Highway Operations

SUBJECT: Milwaukee County Highway Deicer Reduction Strategy

Purpose
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources issued Milwaukee County its Countywide stormwater permit (WPDES-S065404-2) on April 1 of 2020, which is effective for a
5-year period. The permit includes requirements for managing the application of road
salt and deicers. Specifically, section II.G.1 of the permit requires:
1. Winter Road Management:
a) Road salt or other deicer shall not be applied in quantities larger than required to
maintain public safety. The permittee shall develop and implement a written salt
application or salt reduction strategy to minimize over application of deicers. The
strategy shall include a description of the temperature, precipitation event, and road
conditions, and other factors which warrant different management techniques. The plan
will also include a description of the equipment and products used for road management.
b) All salt application equipment shall be calibrated annually beginning November
2020.Calibration methods shall be documented in the salt application strategy or similar
document and calibration records kept for 5 years.
c) Training on the Permittee’s salt strategy shall be provided at a frequency no less than
every other year.
d) The quantity of salt and other deicing products shall be tracked on a monthly basis
and reported on the annual report
This memo provides a written description of how the Milwaukee County Highway
Department intends to comply with the permit requirements, for operations under the
control of the Highway Department.

Background
The Highway Operations Division is responsible for winter road maintenance activities,
including deicing, on all County Trunk Highways. In addition, the division has a
contractual obligation for deicing activities on all local Park-n-Rides, the State Highways
System and the federal Interstate Highway System within Milwaukee County. The
Highway Operations division is also responsible for all salt storage within Milwaukee
County. Other Milwaukee County departments purchase salt from the Highway
Operations Division, but Highway Operations in the largest user of deicing products. In
the 2019-20 winter season, Highway Operations used over 4,000 tons of road salt and
almost 19,000 gallons of salt brine over 3,000 lane miles of roadway

De-icer Application Strategy
Application Rates
The need to balance public safety with environmental protection is of great importance to
Milwaukee County’s Department of Transportation and the State Department of
Transportation (WisDOT), who contracts with Milwaukee County for snow and ice
removal on State and Federal roadways. Accordingly, WisDOT issues reduction strategy
guidance for the appropriate use of de-icing agents. The guidance can be found in
Chapter 6, Winter Maintenance, of WisDOTs Highway Maintenance Manual. The
Highway Operations Division is committed to follow the WisDOT guidelines, which
serves as the Highway Operations Division written strategy for anti-icing, de-icing and
snow removal. The guidelines provide strategic planning for how and when to deploy
anti-icers and de-icers depending on differing conditions such as temperature and type of
precipitation event. The manual and its contents can be found online at the following
address:
https://wisconsindot.gov/Documents/doing-bus/local-gov/hwy-mnt/mntcmanual/chapter06/06-20-25.pdf

Products Used
Milwaukee County Highway applies two principal types of products: a brine solution
anti-icer and road salt. In the 2019-20 winter season, Highway Operations used
approximately 4,000 tons of road salt and almost 19,000 gallons of salt brine over 3,000
lane-miles of roadway.

Equipment Used

Anti-icers are distributed using a variety of trucks listed on the attachment. All of our
trucks have the ability to distribute both liquid anti-icing agent as well as road salt
simultaneously, and they are monitored and calibrated by our Fleet Division.
Salt is stored in an enclosed building. Brine is stored in a storage tank with maximum
capacity of 5,000 gal.

Milwaukee County’s stormwater permit requires the calibration of salt spreading
equipment beginning in November 2020. Salt spreading equipment for all County
departments is calibrated by the Fleet Management Division. Equipment will be
calibrated annually and recorded on the attached form, which lists all equipment used.
Calibration methods are to be documented on the form. Milwaukee County departments
also utilize V Box style salt spreaders which cannot be calibrated. The use of V Box style
spreaders is currently being phased out by Fleet Management. Calibration records will be
kept for a minimum of five years.

Training
Highway personnel responsible for winter road maintenance will be trained on chloride
reductions strategies and the Division’s written strategy at least every other year. A
record of the training will be provided to the Department with Milwaukee County’s
NR216 Annual Report.

Data Gathering and Reporting
Milwaukee County tracks product use on a monthly basis and will continue to provide to
the Department the monthly quantity of salt and other deicing products used with the NR
216 Annual Report.

Eduardo Santiago
Milwaukee County Department of Transportation
Division of Highway Maintenance, Director

Milwaukee County Stormwater Management Plan
ATTACHMENT H
WINTER MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION

EQ #

Description

VIN

Calibration Possible?

Calibration Completed?

Date Calibrated

Department ID: 4311
Department Name: HOUSE OF CORRECTION
102589
102609
165785

2015 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 3500 DUMP TRUCK

1GB3KYC86FF648427

2017 CHEVY SILVERADO 3500 DUMP TRUCK

1GB3KYCY1HF240422

2001 FORD F350 TRUCK

1FDWF37F81EC60358

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

11/2020
11/2020
N/A

Department ID: 5051
Department Name: GMIA-MAINTENANCE GENERAL
102644
106504
106505
106506
106507
106543
112231
112233
112234
112239
112240
166406
205018

2020 CHEVY 3500 DUMP TRUCK

1GB4YSE76LF313927

2002 STERLING L9513 SINGLE AXLE DUMP TRK

2FZAAZA8X2AJ64652

2002 STERLING L9513 SINGLE AXLE DUMP TRK

2FZAAZA812AJ64653

2002 STERLING L9513 SINGLE AXLE DUMP TRK

2FZAAZA832AJ64654

2002 STERLING L9513 SINGLE AXLE DUMP TRK

2FZAAZA852AJ64655

2009 FREIGHTLINER M2112V

1FVAC7CV89HAA8120

1994 MACK 4X4 DUMP TRUCK RM6884X

1M2S242C4RM001154

1996 MACK 4X4 DUMP TRUCK RD688P

1M2P295C1TM025028

1996 MACK 4X4 DUMP TRUCK RD688P

1M2P295CXTM025027

2009 FREIGHTLINER M2112 4X4 AIRPORT TRUK

1FVAC7CV09HAF2970

2009 FREIGHTLINER M2112 4X4 AIRPORT TRUK

1FVAC7CV09HAF2969

2018 FREIGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3FE2JHJV0171

2020 TRACKLESS MT7 TRACTOR

1545E4V1007

10/2020
10/2020
9/2020
10/2020
10/2020
11/2020
10/2020
10/2020
11/2020
9/2020
10/2020
10/2020
N/A

Department ID: 5110
Department Name: HIGHWAY -PATROL SECTION 1
106524
106539
106574
106576
106577
106595
106596
106598
106599

2003 STERLING L9513 SINGL AXL DUMP TRK

2FZAAZAN23AK80659

2007 STERLING L9500

2FZAAZCV97AY55407

2011 KENWORTH MODEL T470

2NKBH59XXBM278679

2011 KENWORTH MODEL T470

2NKBH59X8BM278681

2011 KENWORTH MODEL T470

2NKBH59XXBM278682

2017 FRIEGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3CY7HHHC9342

2017 FRIEGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3CY9HHHC9343

2017 FRIEGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3CY2HHHC9345

2017 FRIEGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3CY4HHHC9346

10/2020
9/2020
9/2020
10/2020
11/2020
11/2020
11/2020
10/2020
10/2020

106606
118009
118600
118601
118605

2018 FREIGHTLINER M2-106 HOOKLIFT TRUCK

1FVACXFE6JHJZ2393

2004 STERLING LT9513 TNDM AXL DUMP TRK

2FZHAZAS94AM85854

2006 STERLING TANDEM AXLE LT9513

2FZHAZCV46AV40267

2006 STERLING LT9513 TANDEM AXLE

2FZHAZCV66AV47821

2007 INTE TRUCK 7600 SBA 6X4

1HTWYAHT27J536270

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

10/2020
10/2020
10/2020
9/2020
10/2020

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

10/2020
10/2020
9/2020
11/2020
10/2020
10/2020
10/2020
11/2020
11/2020
10/2020
9/2020
9/2020
10/2020

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

10/2020
10/2020
10/2020
10/2020
9/2020
10/2020
10/2020
11/2020
10/2020
9/2020
10/2020

Department ID: 5120
Department Name: HIGHWAY-PATROL SECTION 2
106517
106540
106544
106548
106555
106572
106575
106590
106591
106597
106605
106630
118604

2003 STERLING L9513 SINGL AXL DUMP TRK

2FZAAZAN73AK80656

2008 FREIGHTLINER M2112

1FVAC7CV98HZ89882

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X5BF277882

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X2BF277886

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X9BF277884

2011 KENWORTH MODEL T470

2NKBH59X6BM278677

2011 KENWORTH MODEL T470

2NKBH59X6BM278680

2015 FREIGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3CYXFHGL2346

2015 FREIGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3CY1FHGL2347

2017 FRIEGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3CY0HHHC9344

2018 FREIGHTLINER M2-106 HOOKLIFT TRUCK

1FVACXFEXJHJZ2395

2017 FRIEGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3CY6HHHC9347

2007 INTE 7600 SBA 6X4

1HTWYAHT57J525943

Department ID: 5140
Department Name: HIGHWAY-PATROL SECTION 4
106531
106541
106542
106566
106567
106568
106570
106571
106573
106592
106593

2004 STERLING L9513 SINGLE AXLE DUMP TRK

2FZAAZAN84AM65381

2008 FREIGHTLINER M2112

1FCAC7CV78HZ89881

2008 FREIGHTLINER M2112

1FVAC7CV08HZ89883

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X8BF278668

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59XXBF278669

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X4BF278666

2011 KENWORTH T470

2NKBH59X2BM278675

2011 KENWORTH MODEL T470

2NKBH59X4BM278676

2011 KENWORTH MODEL T470

2NKBH59X8BM278678

2015 FREIGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3CY3FHGL2348

2015 FREIGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3CY5FHGL2349

106607
106609
106631
106632
106633
106634
118606
118607
118609
118616

2018 FREIGHTLINER M2-106 HOOKLIFT TRUCK

1FVACXFE8JHJZ2394

2020 FREIGHTLINER M2-106 BARREL TRUCK

1FVACXFE3LHLX4829

2018 FREIGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3FE0JHJV0167

2018 FREIGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3FE2JHJV0168

2018 FREIGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3FE4JHJV0169

2018 FREIGHTLINER 114SD

1FVAG3FE0JHJV0170

2007 INTE 7600 SBA 6X4

1HTWYAHT77J525944

2009 FREIGHTLINER M2112V

1FVHC7CV69HAC4119

2009 FREIGHTLINER M2112V

1FVHC7CV29HAC4120

2015 FREIGHTLINER 114SD EPOKE

1FVHG3DV4FHGJ7764

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

10/2020
10/2020
10/2020
9/2020
10/2020
10/2020
10/2020
9/2020
9/2020
9/2020

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

10/2020
10/2020
9/2020
10/2020
9/2020
9/2020
10/2020
11/2020
10/2020
10/2020
10/2020
10/2020
9/2020
10/2020
11/2020
10/2020
10/2020
10/2020

N

N

Department ID: 5160
Department Name: HIGHWAY-PATROL SECTION 3
106529
106546
106550
106552
106556
106560
106561
106569
106585
106589
106604
118608
118610
118612
118613
118615
118617
118618

2003 STERLING L9513 SINGL AXL DUMP TRK

2FZAAZAN23AK80662

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKDB59X7BF277883

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X3BF277881

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X4BF277887

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X0BF277885

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X2BF278665

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59XOBF278664

2011 KENWORTH T470

2NKBH59XOBM278674

2014 KENWORTH T470

1NKBHJ9X7EJ404968

2015 KENWORTH T470

1NKBHJ9X6FJ435680

2018 FREIGHTLINER M2-106 HOOKLIFT TRUCK

1FVACXFE4JHJZ2392

2009 FREIGHTLINER M2112V

1FVHC7CV69HAC4122

2009 FREIGHTLINER M2112V

1FVHC7CV49HAC4121

2010 INTERNATIONAL 7600 SBA 6X4

1HTWYSJT5AJ240215

2011 INTERNATIONAL 7600 TANDEM

1HTWYSJT7BJ279664

2013 FREIGHTLINER 114SD EPOKE

1FVHG3DV1EHFW3001

2017 FREIGHTLINER 114SD EPOKE

1FVHG30V8HHJB3343

2017 FREIGHTLINER 114SD TANDEM

1FVHG3DV1HHJB3345

Department ID: 5300
Department Name: MCDOT-FLEET MANAGEMENT
102541

2011 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 2500

1GCOKVC85BF179063

N/A

Department ID: 5702
Department Name: FACILITIES MAINTENANCE
102481
102490
102509
106562

2008 FORD F350 S-DTY

1FDWF37R78EB72888

2010 FORD F350 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FDWF3HR5AEA33458

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B51AEB37848

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X9BF278663

N
N
N
Y

N
N
N
Y

N/A
N/A
N/A

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N
N
N

N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

10/2020

Department ID: 9036
Department Name: PARKS - GOLF OPERATIONS
102487
102497
102505
102515

2009 GMC SIERRA PICKUP 4X4

1GTHK44K59E160066

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B58AEB09268

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B55AEB09261

2010 CHEVROLET 2500

1GC3KVB9AF157605

Department ID: 9125
Department Name: PARKS-NORTH REGION
102488
102492
102575

2009 GMC SIERRA PICKUP 4X4

1GTHK44K49E159393

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B52AEB09265

2011 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 3500

1GB3KZCL9BF184425

Department ID: 9136
Department Name: PARKS-CENTRAL REGION
102485
102493
102499
102500
102501
102520
102521
102522
102567
102574
102576

2009 GMC SIERRA PICKUP 4X4

1GTHK44K39E160759

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B50AEB09264

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B53AEB09260

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B57AEB09259

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B53AEB09257

2010 CHEVROLET 2500

1GC3KVBG6AF157710

2010 CHEVROLET 2500

1GC3KVBG2AF157459

2010 CHEVROLET 2500

1GC3KVBG6AF157223

2011 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 3500

1GB3KZCL1BF184791

2011 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 3500

1GB3KZCL9BF184277

2011 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 3500

1GB3KZCLXBF191061

102607
102621

2017 CHEVY SILVERADO 2500HD

1GC0KUEG9HZ295100

2018 CHEVY SILVERADO 2500HD

1GC0KUEG1JZ331450

N
N

N
N

N/A
N/A

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N
N

N
N

N/A
N/A

Y
Y
Y
Y
y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
y
Y

Department ID: 9155
Department Name: PARKS-SOUTH REGION
102491
102495
102502
102503
102507
102516
102517
102518
102519
102523
102524
102525
102527
102571
102572
102573

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B50AEB09250

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B5XAEB09255

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B51AEB09256

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B56AEB09267

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B55AEB09258

2010 CHEVROLET 2500

1GC3KVBG2AF158028

2010 CHEVROLET 2500

1GC3KVBG0AF158075

2010 CHEVROLET 2500

1GC3KVBG3AF157728

2010 CHEVROLET 2500

1GC3KVBG5AF158024

2010 CHEVROLET 2500

1GC3KVBG7AF157490

2010 CHEVROLET 2500

1GC3KVBG8AF156350

2010 CHEVROLET 2500

1GC3KVBG0AF157332

2010 CHEVROLET 2500

1GC3KVBG3AF157213

2011 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 3500

1GB3KZZCL5BF183076

2011 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 3500

1GB3KZCL7BF183323

2011 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 3500

1GB3KZCL3BF183948

Department ID: 9168
Department Name: PARKS-RECREATION
102486
102494

2009 GMC SIERRA PICKUP 4X4

1GTHK44K69E161548

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B57AEB09262

Department ID: 9420
Department Name: PARKS-FORESTRY
106545
106547
106551
106553
106554
106558

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X6BF277891

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X4BF277890

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X1BF277894

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X8BF277889

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X6BF277888

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X1BF278673

10/2020
10/2020
10/2020
9/2020
10/2020
11/2020

106559
106565
106578

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X6BF278670

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59XXBF278672

2011 KENWORTH T470

2NKBH59X1BM278683

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
Y

N
N
N
N
Y

10/2020
10/2020
10/2020

Department ID: 9523
Department Name: ZOO-GROUNDS
102480
102484
102489
102508
106563

2008 FOR F350 S-DTY

1FDWF37R58EB72887

2009 GMC SIERRA PICKUP 4X4

1GTHK44K09E159343

2010 FORD F250 4X4 PICKUP

1FTNF2B53AEA33457

2010 FORD F250 4X4 SUPER DUTY

1FTNF2B5XAEB37847

2011 KENWORTH T470

3BKBH59X6BF278667

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
10/2020
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Pervious Pavement Semi Annual Inspection
Storm Water Facility Inspections

Location:
Inspected By:
Date:
Observation Wells
Location No.

Pavement

Depth (inches)

Condition
Clogging
Plant Growth
Storage of material on pavers
Cracking
Heaving
Settlement
Refill joint material?

Additional Comments

Underdrains
Status

Condition
Flowing
Erosin
Tampering
Structural Integrity

Pavemnet Edge
Status

Condition
Structural Integrity

Status

Rain Garden & Infiltration Basin Semi Annual Inspection
Storm Water Facility Inspections

Location:
Inspected By:
Date:
Basin
Condition
Sedimentation
Erosion
Ponding
Trash
Weeds / Trees
Hydrocarbon

Embankments
Status

Condition
Slumping
Seepage
Animal Holes
Weeds / Trees
Erosion

Status

Additional Comments

Outlet Strucure and Pipe
Condition
Clogging
Erosion
Tampering
Stuctural Integrity

Status

Sedimentation Chamber and Other Proprietary Treatment Devices Semi Annual Inspection
Storm Water Facility Inspections

Location:
Inspected By:
Date:
Sedimentation Structure
Condition
Excessive Floatable
Clogging
Structural Integrity
Sediment Depth (Inches)

Status

Additional Comments

Outlet Structure & Pipe
Condition
Clogging
Erosion
Tampering
Structural Integrity

Status

Storm Water Pond Semi Annual Inspection
Storm Water Facility Inspections

Pond Number:
Location:
Inspected By:
Date:
Pond
Location No.

Depth (inches)

Sediment Forebay
Location No. Depth (inches)

Additional Comments

Embankments
Condition
Slumping
Seepage
Animal Holes
Weeds / Trees
Erosion

Status

Outlet Structure and Pipe
Condition
Clogging
Erosion
Tampering
Stuctural Intergrity

Status
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Report
2008 SLAMM ANALYSIS
Milwaukee County, WI
March 2008
Project Number: 00396-07103-0

Introduction
The County-Wide SLAMM Analysis for Milwaukee County utilizes a computer model: The Source Loading And
Management Model. This model calculates the pollutants generated in the runoff within County owned lands. It also
calculates the reduction in pollutants based on the practices utilized by the County to treat that runoff. When both
items are calculated an overall description of water quality is obtained.
Water quality calculated via a SLAMM Analysis is used for two reasons: 1) it aides in showing compliance with the
County’s WPDES (Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination System) Stormwater Discharge Permit.; and 2) it can be
used to analyze the current and proposed practices used by the County and how those practices may impact overall
water quality in the County’s streams and rivers.
WPDES Stormwater Discharge Permit
Milwaukee County was issued a WPDES Stormwater Discharge Permit in December of 2006. The requirements of
this permit include specific references to pollutant calculations and the County’s responsibility to reduce those
pollutants. Part II Section G:
“To the maximum extent practicable, implementation of storm water management
practices necessary to achieve a 20% reduction in the annual average mass of total
suspended solids discharging from the MS4 to waters of the state as compared to no
controls, to the maximum extent practicable, by October 1, 2008. (Please note that
by Oct. 1, 2013 the requirement for reduction of total suspended solids will be
40%).”

To that end a water quality analysis using SLAMM was completed in February of 2008.
The latest version of SLAMM is version 9.2.5. It has been used in the SLAMM Analysis.
Milwaukee County Water Quality Modeling
To complete water quality modeling for Milwaukee County the follow steps took place:
1. Obtain watershed and land use data from the County.
2. Obtain information on the County’s structural and non-structural Best Management Practices (BMPs) from
the County. Structural BMP’s include stormwater ponds, biofiltration devices and rain gardens amongst
other things. Non-structural BMPs include street sweeping and catch basin cleaning. Separate SLAMM
models were created for each structural BMP and for each street maintained by the County.
3. Determine soil types within Milwaukee County. Soil types are mainly clayey as identified on the U.S
Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service maps.
4. Before providing data, Milwaukee County removed areas where stormwater did not flow to their MS4
system. These included small areas draining to surrounding municipalities.
5. Aerials were utilized to determine the type of conveyance used. Most streets maintained by the county
were found to have curb and gutter conveyance systems and parks were found to have grassed swales.

Milwaukee County SLAMM Analysis
March 7, 2008
Best Management Practices (BMPs)
Milwaukee County implemented many BMPs to improve the quality of runoff discharging from County-owned
property. Specifically, it constructed wet detention ponds, rain gardens, and a StormTreat System.
Wet detention ponds reduce stormwater pollutant loadings with their wet storage volume. The wet storage volume
settles and stores TSS keeping it from flowing downstream.
Rain gardens reduce pollutant loads in stormwater by infiltration and filtration via plantings. Rain gardens also
reduce the total volume of runoff capable of carrying sediment.
The StormTreat system is a proprietary device designed to filter sediment and trap floatable oil and grease.
Table 1 outlines the practices used by Milwaukee County broken out by watershed.
TABLE 1: Milwaukee County Structural BMP’s
Kinnickinnic River
None
Lake Michigan
South Shore Rain Garden
Rain Garden
South Shore StormTreat
StormTreat
Bradford Beach Outfall 0
Rain Garden
Bradford Beach Outfall 2
Rain Garden
Bradford Beach Outfall 3
Rain Garden
Bradford Beach Outfall 4
Rain Garden
Bradford Beach Outfall 5
Rain Garden
Bradford Beach Outfall 6
Rain Garden
Bradford Beach Outfall 7
Rain Garden
Menomonee River
County Grounds Pond 1
Wet Pond
County Grounds Pond 2
Wet Pond
County Grounds Pond 3
Wet Pond
County Grounds Pond 10
Wet Pond
Greenfield Park
Wet Pond
Menomonee Parkway
Wet Pond
Milwaukee River
Brown Deer Park
Wet Pond
McGovern Park
Wet Pond
Washington Park
Wet Pond
Root River
51st St. and Rawson Rd.
Wet Pond
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In addition to structural BMP’s, non-structural BMP’s are utilized by the County. Non-structual BMP’s included street
sweeping and catch basin cleaning. Table 2 shows streets maintained by the county and their street sweeping
schedule. The table is also subdivided by maintenance shop.
TABLE 2: Milwaukee County Non-Structural BMP’s
Street Sweeping
Frequency
Number of
Catch Basin Cleaning
Street
(times swept per year) Catch Basins (times cleaned per year)
North Shop
Mill Rd
8
2
2
Good Hope Rd
10
34
2
Teutonia Ave
6
15
2
43rd St
7
3
2
Port Washington Rd
4
34
2
107th St.
4
4
2
Main Shop
Silver Spring Dr.
10
19
0
Hampton Ave.
5
21
0
Oklahoma Ave.
7
26
0
Beloit Rd.
1
15
0
76th St.
6
76
0
92nd St.
1
16
0
Layton Ave
0
61
0
Rawson Ave
2
2
0
Forest Home Ave
0
6
0
St. Martins
0
2
0
Old Ryan Rd
0
1
0
South Shop
College Ave
4
30
0
Rawson Ave
6
49
0
Layton Ave
4
35
0
13th St.
0
6
0
Lincoln Memorial Dr.
6
32
0

Watershed
Milwaukee/Menomonee
Milwaukee/Menomonee
Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Milwaukee/Lake Michigan
Menomonee
Milwaukee/Menomonee
Milwaukee/Menomonee
Root/Menomonee/KK
Root/Menomonee
Root/Menomonee
Root/Menomonee
Root/Menomonee/KK
Root
Root
Root
Oak Creek
Root/Oak Creek
Root/Oak Creek
KK/Lake Michigan
Oak Creek
Lake Michigan
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SLAMM Results
The primary pollutant the WPDES Permit examines is Total Suspended Solids (TSS). Since TSS is the only requirement
of the permit, our results include only TSS values even though the calculations include all pollutants available in the
software. Table 3 shows Milwaukee County watersheds and TSS generated by runoff in each. Also included is
Particulate Phosphorus – another important pollutant to overall water quality and natural resources quality.
TABLE 3: Pollutant Loadings Milwaukee County Watersheds
Watershed
Particulate Solids
(lbs)

Particulate
Phosphorous
(lbs)

Lake Michigan Direct Drainage
Kinnickinnic River
Menomonee River
Milwaukee River
Oak Creek

509,957
419,642
2,768,556
1,127,900
181,785

1,324
877
6,121
2,390
380

Root River

1,291,354

2,870

ENTIRE COUNTY

6,299,195

13,962

After BMPs are considered the County’s removal rate can be determined. Table 4 shows the results of BMPs in terms
of pollutant loading remaining and Table 5 shows the removal expressed in percent removed.
TABLE 4: Pollutants After Applying BMPs.
Particulate Solids
(lbs)

Particulate
Phosphorous
(lbs)

Lake Michigan Direct Drainage
Kinnickinnic River
Menomonee River
Milwaukee River
Oak Creek
Root River

397,501
386,614
1,717,489
840,391
153,875
944,328

1,075
801
3,807
1,702
321
2,181

ENTIRE COUNTY

4,440,198

9,887

Watershed
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TABLE 5: Percent Removal After BMPs
Particulate Solids
(lbs)

Particulate
Phosphorous
(lbs)

Lake Michigan Direct Drainage
Kinnickinnic River
Menomonee River
Milwaukee River
Oak Creek
Root River

22.1%
7.9%
38.0%
25.5%
15.4%
26.9%

18.8%
8.7%
37.8%
28.8%
15.5%
24.0%

ENTIRE COUNTY

29.5%

29.2%

Watershed

The WPDES Permit issued to Milwaukee County requires a 20% reduction in TSS by 2008. The County’s history of
stormwater management policies and practices has put it in a position comply with the permit. Tables 3 through 5
illustrate Milwaukee County’s compliance with its WPDES Permit for 2008 and its contribution to overall water
quality in the region.
Existing Structural Flood Control Facilities
Along with an analysis of TSS removal rates, Milwaukee County’s WPDES Permit requires:
“Evaluation of all County owned, operated, or permitled structural flood control
facilities to determine the feasibility of retrofitting to increase total suspended solids
removal from runoff.”

Milwaukee County owns six structural flood control facilities that are exclusively for flood control (i.e. no water
quality component):







South 68th Street And West Rawson Avenue
GMIA #9056 – “Parking Lot” Basin
Timmerman Field
Mitchell Boulevard Park
Bender Park – Upper Pond
Bender Park – Lower Pond

A separate report prepared by M Squared Engineering evaluates these ponds.
Recommendations and Conclusions
Milwaukee County’s WPDES Permit requires the County to meet a 20% reduction in TSS. The total TSS generated by
County owned lands is approximately 6.3 million pounds. The County has put into practice several measures to
control that rather large amount of TSS. The main contribution to water quality is the County owned stormwater
facility at the Milwaukee County Grounds. When examined with the County’s current efforts in street sweeping and
the use of biofiltration and swales, TSS is found to be reduced by approximately 1.9 million pounds. With storm
water controls the actual amount of TSS discharged to the County’s lakes and streams is approximately 4.4 million
pounds.

5
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Milwaukee County has met its permit goal of 20% reduction in TSS by 2008. It is on its way to the 2013 goal of
40%. The data indicates that further investigation of regional water quality facilities will be necessary to achieve the
40% goal. We recommend the County continue to look for those opportunities especially those evaluated in the M
Squared report. Our experience with the SLAMM software tells us the County is performing the appropriate amount
of street sweeping and catch basin cleaning. An increase in either practice will not likely result in measurable
reduction in TSS especially measured against the associated increase in cost.
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1. Project Understanding

Milwaukee County (County) is required to comply with the Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources (WDNR) storm water general permitting requirements pursuant to

Chapter NR151 and NR216 of the Wisconsin Administative Code. These requirements
include the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources NR 151 Developed Urban

Performance Standard of 40% Total suspended solids (TSS) reduction delivered to surface
waters by the year 2013. In regard to meeting the WDNR 40% TSS removal requirement,
Sigma Environmental Services (Sigma) was retained by the County to perform the

following activities:
. Conduct a general review of the existing WinSLAMM model that was done in 2008
(2008 Model).

. Identify BMPs that may not have been included on the 2008 Model for which

further TSS reduction credit could be obtained. This includes investigating the use

of existing swales and other BMPs such as existing catch basins and street

sweeping practices to verify that proper credit was given for these BMPs in the
2008 ModeL.

. Review the previous 2008 analysis of retrofitting existing detention basins to
provide TSS removal benefits.
. Identify possible collaborative efforts with other municipalities or the Milwaukee

Metroplitan Sewerage District (MMSD).
. Identify opportunities to increase TSS removal through interdepartmental

collaboration with County Transportation.
. Identify possible locations for new pond construction.

. Identify other BMP's to meet the 40% TSS removal goal.

The remainder of this report summarizes our associated procedures, results, and

recommendations. More specifically, Section 2 presents the review of the 2008 Model

and associated existing BMPs, Section 3 presents the review of the 2008 analysis for
retrofitting existing detention basins, Section 4 presents a discussion of collaborative

efforts with other municipalities and the MMSD, Section 5 presents the review of
potential additional TSS reduction practices, and Section 6 presents our overall
recommendations.
2. Review of WinSLAMM Modeling Conducted In 2008

A general review of the existing WinSLAMM model that was done in 2008 (2008 Model)
was conducted in accordance with the following procedure:

1. The WinSLAMM computer modeling data and reports associated with the 2008
Model were obtained.

2. Updated GIS data files from the County showing general land use and other
geographical parameters were obtained.

3. The existing stormwater management plans made available by the County for
various County owned lands were obtained.
4. The above information (i.e. 1,2,3) was then utilized as follows:
a. Land area and land use information used in the 2008 Model was checked
against the updated GIS data provided by the County to verify land use and
acreage.

b. Roadway lengths used in the 2008 Model were checked against the updated
County roadway GIS data to confirm lengths and widths used.
c. BMPs used in the "with controls" portion of the 2008 Model were generally
reviewed for proper design and for conflicting BMP modeling practices (ie:

__________________________________mQ_Q§ling___(;_atçb__J:i~~iD§ a nd street s w eepi ng 0 n the sa me portio n of

roadway). ... . ... ---------------------------~------------------- ---

d. The existing storm

water management plans for the County owned lands

were reviewed to help determine what existing stormwater BMPs were being

utilized on the various County owned lands and whether or not they were
properly included in the 2008 ModeL.
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The review of the 2008 Model resulted in the following conclusions:

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Roadway data used in the 2008 Model showed some inconsistencies relative
to the updated GIS County Trunk Highway system data. It appeared the
2008 Model did not include certain sections of the County Highway (CTH)
system. In addition, some of the roadways included in the 2008 Model
were sections of roadway which were not County owned.
Some of the roadways were modeled in the 2008 Model using conflicting
best management practices. Roads were modeled using street sweeping
and catch basin cleaning in some instances. According the WDNR, these
BMPs remove approximately the same solids and using both in the same
model would "double count" TSS removal.
Additional TSS loading removals not included in the 2008 Model were found
upon review of the existing stormwater management plans that the County
made available.
Some of the data files used for the 2008 Model showed TSS removal
calculations for dry detention basins. In accordance with the WDNR and
WinSLAMM methodology, dry detention basins provide little TSS removal.
For modeling purposes, individual County parklands included within each
watershed were combined into larger data files for the 2008 Model. In
general, County parks in the 2008 Model were modeled as having a swale
density of 200 feet per acre. There was no additional survey information
available to further validate the 200 feet per acre number.

Based on the review of the 2008 Model and associated conclusions, the 2008 Model was
then updated and revised as follows:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

The 2008 Model was updated to include the missing CTH areas.
The roadways included in the 2008 Model that were not County owned
were removed from the updated and revised model.
Portions of roadway that were modeled with both street sweeping and catch
basin cleaning BMPs were updated so that only one BMP (either street
sweeping or catch basin cleaning) was considered for each portion of
roadway.
For the updated model, the BMP with the largest removal
efficiency (sweeping versus catch basin cleaning) for each portion of
roadway was the one used to calculate the overall associated County TSS
removal.
Existing dry detention basins were omitted as a BMP for the updated model.
Per the County and in the absence of actual surveyed swale density data,
the 200 foot per acre swale density number remained unchanged in the
updated model.
Based upon review of the existing stormwater management plans that the
County made available, the 2008 Model was updated to include additional
TSS loading removals that were not originally accounted for in the 2008
Model.
Additionally, based on preliminary consultation with the WDNR, the 2008
Model was updated to account for an 80% TSS removal credit associated
with County owned lands that drain directly to the combined sewer system.
For the updated model, all areas that were located in the Combined Sewer
System Area CSSA were modeled as directly draining to the combined
sewer system.
The revised 2008 Model will be referred to as the Updated Existing
Conditions Model through the remainder of this report.

A sommary-tabte-compaTrrrg-theTesults-of·Lh�·7008-Mocteh1eisns-th-e-Updated-Existing··-··--·-·-·
conditions model is included as Appendix A.
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3. Review Flood Control Measures

As part of the original 2008 TSS modeling effort, a study was conducted on the

retrofitting of existing structural flood control facilities at six different County owned sites
to provide further stormwater quality treatment/ TSS removaL. This study, titled
Milwaukee County Water Quality - Structural Flood Control Facility Retrofits, was
completed in February 2008 (2008 Retrofit Study). At the request of the County, Sigma
performed the following related activities:

1. Sigma obtained a copy of the 2008 Retrofit Study from the County.
2. Sigma verified each proposed possible retrofitting site and site parameters. Site
parameters included existing soil types, approximate topography, and retrofitting
options indicated.
3. Sigma reviewed the potential magnitude of TSS removal (pounds of TSS removed)

associated with each retrofit opportunity with the aid of WinSLAMM.

4. For the purposes of developing various alternatives to achieve a 40% TSS
reduction, the retrofitting options with the largest TSS removal efficiency were then
further incorporated into an alternatives analysis of potential future BMP

implementation as further discussed in Section 5 of this report.

The remainder of this section presents the detail of our review and analysis efforts
associated with the 2008 Retrofit Study.

The 2008 Retrofit Study included six different sites where retrofitting of existing features
could be used to provide storm water quality treatment. The sites reviewed in the 2008
Retrofit Study were as follows:
1. S. 68th Street and W. Rawson Avenue - Dry Pond
2. General Mitchell International Airport Parking Lot Basin - Dry Pond

3. Timmerman Field - Dry Pond
4. Mitchell Boulevard Park - Dry Pond
5. Bender Park - Upper Pond - Dry Pond

6. Bender Park - Lower Pond - Dry Pond

The S. 68th Street and W. Rawson Avenue site is currently a dry detention basin. The
2008 Retrofit Study indicated that there were several options available for retrofitting,
including increasing infiltration, pretreatment of runoff, creating an artificial wetland, and

creating a wet pond from the existing dry basin. With the aid of WinSLAMM, it was
determined that retrofitting the dry basin into a wet pond would provide the largest TSS
removal benefit as compared to the other options listed.

General Mitchell International Airport has a large dry detention area that was studied as a

possible retrofitting site. The 2008 Retrofit Study indicated the site could feasibly be
retrofitted by either adding upstream pretreatment of stormwater runoff or by converting

the basin into a biofiltration system. For the purposes of this analysis, converting the dry

detention area to a biofiltration system was further evaluated. It was concluded for the

purposes of this review that wet detention would not be a viable option due to the
potential for a wet pond to become a bird attractant, and associated FAA guidelines

discouraging bird attractants in the vicinity of airports.

Timmerman field also has a large dry detention basin. This basin was studied as a
possible retrofitting site. Options considered for this retrofit include pretreatment,

------------infHT,1itìOilíiïcreaseS;-artiTIcíarWetlands;-áiiacõnsfrüclÎõffof--~fWerlJölrd:---Fölihe-purpuses-~----of this review, converting the dry detention area to a biofiltration system was further
evaluated. It was concluded for the purposes of this review that wet detention would not

be a viable option due to the potential for a wet pond to become a bird attractant, and
associated FAA guidelines discouraging bird attractants in the vicinity of airports.
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Currently Mitchell Boulevard Park had a dry detention basin that is used to control

stormwater. The retrofitting analysis indicated that this system could be revised to create
increased infiltration, to include pretreatment of stormwater, or to create an artificial

wetland. For purposes this review effort, converting the area into an infiltration system
was considered.

The two Bender Park stormwater controls are both dry detention ponds. The retrofitting

analysis indicated that these two ponds could be retrofitted by creating infiltration
systems. For the purposes of this review effort, the Bender Park areas were modeled as
infiltration areas with approximated removal efficiencies.
Sigma supports the retrofitting options and methodology outlined in the 2008 report. If

the County were to pursue any of the options for retrofitting these facilities a detailed
engineering and cost analysis and detailed engineering design of each facility should be
completed. The 2008 Retrofit Study was intended to be highly conceptual and any

retrofitting of existing facilities would need to be conducted after further detailed
investigation of each site.

4. Collaboration Efforts

Milwaukee County Parks

Sigma met with Milwaukee County Park's representative, Kevin Haley, to discuss the
utilization of BMP controls in County park areas to meet the 40% TSS removal
requirement by March 10, 2013. During the meetings, Sigma explained the NR 151 Rules

in regard to the 40% TSS removal requirements, and discussed how SLAMM modeling
works and the various BMP controls that can be used for reducing TSS in stormwater.
The County shared information on current BMP controls so Sigma could account for these
BMPs in the SLAMM modeling effort. A list of the County Parks that have current BMPs
accounted for in the recent SLAMM modeling effort by Sigma is included as Appendix B.
Additionally, potential opportunities for implementing additional BMP controls at the parks
based on a draft list that was shared by Kevin Haley were also discussed at a preliminary
conceptual leveL. At the meeting with Kevin Haley, it was discussed that County Parks

would be potentially be formalizing a draft list of parks with potential BMP opportunities
identified, which to date has not been furnished. Although a list of specific potential BMP
opportunities for each park was not available, a rough list of parks with conceptual BMPs
as noted during the meeting discussions with Kevin Haley is provided in Appendix B.
Milwaukee County Zoo
Sigma met with representatives of the Milwaukee County Zoo (Karl Hackburth, Brenda

Brandt, and Todd Ludorf) to review existing storm water management practices at the Zoo
and to discuss potential opportunities for implementing future BMP controls at the Zoo. A
detailed summary of the meeting with the Zoo is included in Appendix C.

In summary, the Zoo represents a significant opportunity to implement additional BMP
controls for the purpose of addressing TSS removal:

The Zoo currently sweeps its parking lots and roadways, which provides some TSS
removal benefit, which was included in the updated existing conditions SLAMM modeling.

Currently the Zoo has been installng rain barrels throughout to capture rainwater from
that although.. the rain barrels

________variousroof areas. It is noted

provide water conservation

bériefits ---ássc)cÎatea--wTffi- -r-ãTnw äter naYvestT ng;--Uiëy-âö -rinle To-p-oS'itively--tmp-õet-water--------

quality relative to TSS removal.

There is a rain garden at the Happy Hippo area of the Zoo. Although this rain garden
provides environmental benefit in terms of runoff reduction and possibly some storm water

quality treatment, the rain garden does not have a significant effect on the percentage of
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TSS removal for the overall County owned lands, because the rain garden is small in size
when compared to the amount of County owned land.

The Zoo has a relatively large amount of impervious area (road and parking lots) when
compared to the other County parks. When modeled in SLAMM, the removal of the TSS
from these roads and parking lots through the use of future BMP controls has a significant
effect on the overall TSS reduction level associated with Milwaukee County lands.

Section 5 further discusses the SLAMM analysis and alternatives associated with potential

future BMP's, including potential future BMPs at the Zoo.
The upcoming WisDOT Zoo Interchange project is anticipated to take away approximately
14 acres of County land from the Zoo property, including existing parking area. A new

parking lot is being planned to help replenish the parking area that will be lost to the Zoo
Interchange Project, which is anticipated to start in 2013. In regard to replenishing

parking, one option being contemplated is the construction of a parking structure that will

accommodate approximately 700 cars.
In consideration of the significant TSS loading contribution associated with the existing
Zoo parking lot area, and the fact that the parking lot area is to be impacted/ reconfigured
as a result of the Zoo Interchange project, it is concluded that a significant opportunity
exists to incorporate BMP controls into the future reconfigured parking area. These BMPs
controls could potentially included wet detention basin(s), bioswales, bioinfiltration areas,

rain gardens, and/or permeable pavements. Future BMP controls at the Zoo are further

discussed in Section 5 of this report.

Milwaukee County Transportation Department
Sigma met with representatives of the Milwaukee County Transportation Department to
discuss the utilization of BMP controls in transportation facilities to meet the 40% TSS

removal requirement by March 10, 2013. The detailed meeting minutes are included in

Appendix D.

In summary, the Transportation Department shared a 10-year plan for highway

improvements, which consisted of a list of transportation projects, the anticipated

construction year, the community in which the proposed project is to be located, the
anticipated project cost, the number of miles associated with each project and the type of
project (rehabilitation, reconstruction). This list is also included in Appendix D along with
the meeting minutes.

The Transportation Department shared information on current structural and nonstructural
BMP controls associated with existing transportation facilities so Sigma could account for
these BMPs in the SLAMM modeling effort. A list of the transportation facilities that have

current BMPs accounted for in the recent SLAMM modeling effort by Sigma has been
included as Appendix B.

Additionally, potential opportunities for implementing additional BMP controls at County

transportation facilities based on the 10-year plan were also discussed at a preliminary
conceptual leveL. The 10-year plan is provided in Appendix D. Although beyond the

scope of the modeling associated with this review, it is noted that based on the 10-year
plan, there appears to be opportunities available for incorporating enhanced BMPs into

future reconstruction projects.
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Milwaukee County Grounds
Sigma met with representatives of the Milwaukee County Grounds on October 8, 2009 to

review existing storm water management practices at the County Grounds and to discuss
potential opportunities for implementing future BMP controls on the County Grounds.
In summary, County Grounds personnel indicated there were various storm water
management plan record documents that pertained to the existing BMP practices at the
County Grounds. Sigma subsequently reviewed this information in greater detail during a
separate session in October of 2009. The existing storm water management plan record

documents contained storm water quality modeling and information that was used by
Sigma to update the baseline SLAMM model as further discussed in Section 5.

The County also shared some mapping information that delineated County owned land and
associated leased areas. The County indicated that constructing new BMPs on land that is

currently leased to other entities would be complicated due to existing lease arrangements
and that the leased land is already developed land that is being actively utilized. The use
of leased land for constructing additional BMPs was therefore not further explored as part
of this review effort

Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District (MMSD)

Sigma met with representatives of the MMSD to review potential collaboration
opportunities for storm water management that would be mutually beneficial to both

MMSD and Milwaukee County. MMSD representatives at the meeting included Karen
Sands, Tom Chapman and Debra Jensen. Tim Detzer was present at the meeting on
behalf of Milwaukee County. Representatives of Sigma/M Squared included Robert

Peschel, Adam Hammen and Minai Hahm.

The following summarizes the main points discussed with MMSD:
1. MMSD is open to exploring future collaborative efforts with the County in regard to

storm water management. Although MMSD is primarily focused on controlling
storm water quantity (flood mitigation efforts), and the County is primarily focused

on storm water quality (TSS removal requirements per NR216), there may be

opportunities in the future to construct a storm water management facility, such as
a wet detention basin, that would achieve both storm water quantity (MMSD) and
quality (County) objectives.

2. MMSD indicated that the County Parks would be a potential area to further explore
such collaboration efforts, but that in order to have meaningful discussions in this

regard, the Parks Department would need to be integrated into the future
discussions early-on.
3. MMSD also mentioned they are a member of the Southeastern Wisconsin

Watershed Trust (SWWT). (SWWT) is a collaborative effort to achieve healthy and
sustainable water resources throughout the watersheds in the greater Milwaukee
area, and is made up of individuals, non government organizations, government

organizations, and members of the business community. One purpose of SWWT is

to build partnerships and enhance collaborative efforts between various

organizations including government organizations. Consistent with this purpose,
Karen Sands indicated that SWWT could perhaps in some way be beneficial to
potential future collaboration efforts between the County and MMSD.
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Coordination with Other Municipalities and WDNR

On October 22, 2009, letters of inquiry were sent via email to each of the 19
municipalities located throughout Milwaukee County. The letters inquired about the 40%

TSS removal efforts of each community with a goal of identifying areas that could
potentially be used to benefit the County's 40% TSS removal requirement for 2013. 7 of

the 19 municipalities responded to the inquiry. Of those that responded, the City of South

Milwaukee and the City of Wauwatosa indicated an interest in pursuing potential
collaboration opportunities with the County on future storm water management projects

for additional TSS removaL. A letter that further summarizes the results of the inquiry is
included as Appendix E.

In addition to the letters of inquiry, it is noted that the Local Government Stormwater

Group (group) section of the League of Wisconsin Municipalities has been working with
the WDNR on potential changes to the storm

water rules of NR 151. The group consists of

municipalities and counties subject to Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System permitting
by the DNR (MS4 communities). The section was created in 2009 and currently has 72
members. The group advocates on storm water issues before the DNR, the Governor's

office and the Wisconsin Legislature.
In regard to potential rule changes, the WDNR has announced the dates and locations

of public hearings on proposed changes to NR 151 on their website along with the
proposed rule changes. In summary, the proposed rule changes, which the storm

water

group helped negotiate, include:
. Providing options for municipalities that may have difficulty meeting the 40 percent

total suspended solids reduction requirement by 2013.

. Refining definition of "maximum extent practicable" to include a cap on
expenditures for municipalities.
. Allowing credit toward meeting the total suspended solids performance standard for

certain practices that are not accounted for in the computer models.
. Clarifying changes to the models (ex. updates to the SLAMM model software that

can influence the computed SLAMM TSS result) cannot be used against
municipalities.

Further WDNR Coordination
At the request of Milwaukee County, Sigma contacted Pete Wood at the WDNR to discuss

the potential for municipalities to use the combined sewer as credit for toward the
Counties TSS removal levels. The County and Sigma were both aware that the City of
Milwaukee and WDNR were discussing options for the City to address TSS removal levels
relative to the combined sewer system.

Pete Wood clarified that because discharge from the combined sewer system (during nonoverflow times) is treated at the Jones Island Water Reclamation Facility (sewerage

treatment plant facility), there is a resulting TSS removal level associated with the

water that is treated at the facility. Accordingly, the WDNR is allowing the City of
Milwaukee to take additional TSS removal credit for stormwater that is discharged directly
to the combined sewer system. Although the exact percentage credit the WDNR will
allow is still being negotiated and is pending further analysis of MMSD data, it appears
that it will be a credit of at least 80% removal, and possibly as high as around 90%. Pete
Wood indicated that Milwaukee County would be able to get this same TSS removal credit
storm

for Milwaukee County lands that discharge directly to the combined sewer system.

Therefore, the Updated Existing Conditions Model conducted by Sigma now includes an
80% removal credit for Milwaukee lands that discharge directly to the combined sewer.
-----~A-pentx-F--et)R-t-aifls--theooc-ufltatkm-t-hat--Sigma-feee~ve-G--ffeJ-P-ete-WoG-G-r-eati.ve--tG--------TSS removal credit associated with Milwaukee County lands that drain directly to the
combined sewer system.
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In addition to investigating potential TSS removal credits associated with Milwaukee

County lands that drain directly to the combined sewer system with Pete Wood, Sigma
inquired about the WDNR's position on using pavement reduction strategies as credit

toward TSS removaL. Based on Pete Wood's response, it appears the WDNR is open to
using pavement reduction as as credit toward TSS removaL. An example would be an
underutilized area of pavement at a County Park. The underutilized pavement could be
removed and the area could then be naturalized with vegetation. The reduction in TSS

loading associated with removing the pavement could be credited toward the overall
County TSS removal percentage.
5. TSS Reduction Alternatives Analysis

The review and updating of the 2008 Model as discussed in Section 2, indicated that
Milwaukee County has currently achieved an approximate 35% TSS removal rate when

compared to the no controls condition. The 35% removal rate exceeds the current
effective 20% TSS removal requirement per Chapter NR 151 of the Wisconsin

Administrative Code.

In order to demonstrate a 40% TSS removal level by 2013, the implementation of

additional BMP measures by the County would need to be considered. Accordingly, a
preliminary alternatives analysis for the implementation of additional BMPs was conducted.
Associated preliminary conceptual costs associated with the additional BMPs were also
developed as part of the alternatives analysis.

As part of the long term budgeting needs a preliminary cost analysis for practices needed

to obtain 40% TSS reduction for the County was conducted. For analysis purposes
several different scenarios were compiled and preliminary costs of each scenario were
determined. Costs were determined based on data supplied by the County and

approximate budgeting numbers obtained via research and estimates based on previous

projects.

The scenarios that were selected for the alternatives analysis include:
1. Scenario 1: Do Nothing. - Construct no additional structural BMPs and include

no revision to non-structural BMPs such as street sweeping schedule.
2. Scenario 2: Planned BMPs Only. - Include only those additional BMPs which
have been designed or implemented since the 2008 Model was conducted.

Specifically, implementing BMPs at McKinley Beach, Bender Park, and South
76th Street.

3. Scenario 3: Planned BMPs, Zoo and Timmerman. Construct a wet pond at the

Zoo and a raingarden/infiltration system at Timmerman Field.
4. Scenario 4: Planned BMPs, Zoo, GMIA, CTH. Construct a wet pond at the Zoo

and a rain garden/infiltration system at Mitchell International Airport and

increase sweeping of all County Trunk Highways from existing levels to a
monthly schedule.

5. Scenario 5: Planned BMPs, GMIA, Timmerman, CTH. Construct rain
garden/infiltration systems at Mitchell International Airport and Timmerman Field
and increase sweeping of all County Trunk Highways from existing levels to a

monthly schedule.

----------------ô:------S-cenarto---6:--pannett-BMPs;--Z-oo;-eTH-;---€-onstriit--a-wet-ped--at--he--Zoo,
construct all planned BMPs, and increase sweeping of all County Trunk
Highways from existing levels to a monthly schedule.
7. Scenario 7: Planned BMPS, Zoo, Rawson, Mitchel Park. Construct a wet pond

at the Zoo, construct all planned BMPs, and construct BMPs at 68th and Rawson
and Mitchell Park.
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The following table summarizes the preliminary conceptual costs and TSS removal
efficiencies calculated for each of the above scenarios.
Alternatives Analysis

Scenario*

Annual Costs * * *

Total 5 year cost

TSS
Removal
Efficiency

o

o

o

35.0%

*

*

*

35.5%

$820,000

$25,000/year

$945,000

40.7%

$750,000

$105,000/year

$1,275,000

40.7%

$250,000

$110,000/year

$800,000

40.7%

$660,000

$90,000/year

$1,110,000

40.1%

$710,000

$20,000/year

$810,000

38.3%

Initial

Cost**

Scenario 1: Do Nothing. Construct no

additional structural BMPs and include
no revision to non-structural BMPs

such as street sweeping schedule.
Scenario 2: Planned BMPs Only.

Includes only those additional BMPs

which have been designed or
implemented since the 2008 Model

was conducted. Specifically,

implementing BMPs at McKinley

Beach, Bender Park, and South 76th
Street.

Scenario 3: Planned BMPs, Zoo and

Timmerman. Construct planned

BMPs, a wet pond at the Zoo and a

raingarden/infiltration system at
Timmerman Field.
Scenario 4: Planned BMPs, Zoo,

GMIA, CTH. Construct planned
BMPs, a wet pond at the Zoo and a

rain garden/infiltration system at
Mitchell International Airport and

increase sweeping of all County Trunk

Highways from existing levels to a
monthly schedule.
Scenario 5: Planned BMPs, GMIA,

Timmerman, CTH. Construct planned
BMPs, rain garden/infiltration systems
at Mitchell International Airport and

Timmerman Field, and increase
sweeping of all County Trunk

Highways from existing levels to a

monthly schedule.

Scenario 6: Planned BMPs, Zoo, CTH.

Construct planned BMPs, a wet pond

at the Zoo, construct all planned

BMPs, and increase sweeping of all
County Trunk Highways from existing
levels to a monthly schedule.
Scenario 7: Planned BMPS, Zoo,
Rawson, Mitchell Park. Construct
Planned BMPs, a wet pond at the

Zoo, and construct BMPs at 68th and
Rawson and Mitchell Park.

* Planned BMPs include BMPs already designed, under construction, or recently constructed.
---------------------The-eosts-of-Pfaffled--BMP's-lav-e--o-t-ben-tncltlded--m--afy--f-th-eôbov-ecos-s---------**

Initial cost is equal to the construction cost for the structural BMPs associated with each
scenario.

* **

Annual costs are equal to the maintenance costs of structural BMPs plus the annual cost of
increased street sweeping.
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Appendix G includes a more detailed breakdown of the cost calculations associated with
the BMPs included in the alternatives analysis.
The conceptual analysis shows that Scenario 1 (Do Nothing) and Scenario 2 (Planned

BMPs only) would not achieve the 40% TSS removal level required for 2013.

The conceptual analysis further shows that Scenario 3: Construct planned BMPs, a Wet
Pond at the Zoo and a raingarden/infiltration system at Timmerman Field, would be able to

produce the 40% TSS removal necessary to comply with 2013 requirements. The
combination of BMPs and increased street sweeping in Scenarios 4,5, and 6 would also be

able to achieve a 40% TSS removal level, but at higher annual costs that Scenario 3.

Scenario 7: Construct Planned BMPs, a wet pond at the Zoo, and construct BMPs at 68th
and Rawson and Mitchell Park, comes close (38.3%) to achieving the 40% TSS removal
leveL. Although beyond the scope of this analysis, it is noted that if the WDNR at some
future date allows additional TSS removal credit (above 80% TSS removal) to be given for
the combined sewer service areas, an analysis of Scenario 7 using the additional combined
sewer credit credit and possibly some other BMPs at the County Parks could potentially
result in an overall TSS removal level of 40% or greater.

Additionally, although beyond the scope of this review, additional potential BMPs may be

feasible including but not limited to enhancing BMPs associated with future roadway
reconstructions, pavement reduction strategies, incorporating multiple bio-filtration
systems and associated naturalized plantings throughout County Parks. Additionally,

incorporating additional TSS removal credit in the combined sewer service areas above the
80% level may be feasible, pending final determination from the WDNR in regard to the

actual amount of TSS removal credit that will be allowed for the combined sewer service
area.
6. Recommendations
. Continue to monitor the proposed rule changes to NR 151 .

. Continue to monitor the ultimate amount of credit the WDNR will give to areas draining

directly to the combined sewer system.

. Consider potential future collaboration opportunities with MMSD in regard to
implementing BMPs on County parkland.
. Consider implementing pavement reduction strategies and other BMPs on County Park

land to help meet the 40% TSS removal objective. Although beyond the scope of this
report, the next step would involve looking at specific BMP opportunities and individual

parks, and quantifying the potential TSS removal effectiveness of implementing the
BMP relative to cost.
. Consider incorporating enhanced BMPs into upcoming road projects that are part of the

10-year plan. Although beyond the scope of this report, the next step would involve
looking at each specific road project, identifying the specific BMP opportunity, and
quantifying the potential TSS removal effectiveness of implementing the BMP relative

to cost.

. Further consider the BMPs presented in the alternatives analysis, including the potential

implementation of additional BMPs at the Zoo, 68th and Rawson, Mitchell Park,

Timmerman, and GMIA.
-----------..----P-ri.ol-t-O-implementiian.y-BMP.s-as--discli-sed-lo..b.._aJ...rnatjy'e~_se.Qti.9_a.9JJlijs_i:p_Q.rt,
additional detailed engineering studies would be needed for the proposed BMP in order~---

to validate the anticipated TSS removal level associated with the BMP, validate its
overall feasibility, and develop detailed engineering plans and specifications for its
construction.
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Review of WinSLAMM Modeling Conducted in 2008

:

Notes:

Total:

Lake Mictliçian

i
I

Root River

,

i

30%

4,440,198

6,299,195

25%

35%

406,308
3,964,066

6,094,132

32%

545,379

869,378

552,046

770,810
1,275,682

18%

316,560

385,925
28%

43%

39%

TSS
Removal
Efficiency

1,269,541

550,233

Solids Load
with Controls
(Ibs)

2,218,218

898,118

Control (Ibs)

Solids Load No

Updated 2008 Model

5) Some 2008 Model sets included treatment systems using combinations of wetponds and street
sweeping or swales and street sweeping or catch basin cleaning and street sweeping. These are
redundant controls in the WinSLAMM model and the Updated 2008 Model uses only the treatment
method removing the largest load for these data sets.

4) Areas of parkland were verified using orthophotography for land uses.

Updated 2008 ModeL.

3) Some roadways that were included in the Bonestroo data set that are not County Trunk Highways.
These include parts of 107th, Old Ryan Road. These roadways have been removed from the

1) Milwaukee, Menomonee, and Kinnickinnic Watersheds include some areas that are in the
Combined Sewer area. These areas are modeled with 80% removal in the Updated 2008 ModeL.
2) County roadways that were not included in the 2008 (Bonestroo) Model have been included in the
Updated 2008 ModeL. These roadways include 107th Street, 13th Street in Oak Creek, Saint
Martins Road, North Cape Road, and S. 68th Street.

22%

397,501

27%

509,957

944,328

15%

153,875

181,785

Oak Creek

1,291,354

8%

386,614

419,642

Menomor ee

Kinnickinr ic River

38%

25%

1,717,489

840,391

TSS
Removal
Efficiency

2,768,556

1,127,900

(Ibs)

Control (Ibs)

Solids Load

with Controls

Solids Load No

2008 Model
(Bonestroo)

River

I

Milwaukee River

Watershei

I
ì

i

Compalrison of 2008 Model Results and Updated Model Results
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Appendix B

County Parks List
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j),r-COl,rJ ~E;fwl-.A- P1lW'- jlL'l(illltA F,.(;i.., it HAr 'Mf.r.. (J'nJ\ "'1l~t1i PcV¡t.i)
ADDRESS
3751 S. 97th S1.
7850 N. 51 st S1.

NAME

Alcott Park

Algonquin Park
Armour Park

6105 W. Norwich Ave.
936 W. Atkinson Ave.
2315 E. Back Bay
2600 S. Chase Ave.
3300 W. Barnard Ave.
3120 S. Lake Dr.
4503 E. Ryan Rd.
5000 N. Lake Dr.

Atkinson Triangle
Back Bay Park

Baran Park
Barnard Park
Ba~ View Park

cBeAer ParÐVcGETl:€b f..P.LE:/olPOrl:TvPl I\\
. Big Bay Park
Bluff Park

~ ßë ,-(.nn (£ ,..../\ ""11 p¡..r i- r ~ fÐT~NT'fAl.
Brown Deer Park

2400 N. Lincoln Memorial Dr.
7835 N. Green Bay Rd.

Burns Commons

1300 N. Franklin PI.

Cambridge Woods

1939 N. Warren Ave.
Cambridge and Providence

Cannon Park

303 N. 95th S1.

Carver Park
Cãhedral Squarê ParR 1'11 €NT'l' L- (i\f''t 6M.d:J'A'4

911 W. Brown S1.

Center Street Park ..'Òia( vE W w",i.\:

6420 W. Clarke S1.
11500 Park Hil Ave.

~Po)"ElJ\'1 l"L

Chippewa Park

520 E. Wells S1.

2330 W. Vieau PI.

Clarke Square Park
Clas Park

930 W, Wells S1.
7301 W. Courtland Ave.
8701 W. Chambers S1.
2150 W. Klein Ave.

Columbus Park
Cooper Park
Copernicus Park

County Grounds -(COVlo'T'i Gtz-vfVPJj

Cudahy Nature Preserve 500 E. College Ave.

Cudahy Park fxVrllvG ..) 3000 E. Ramsey Ave.
~ino Pa:f'RflH GAii,,¡, (í'l"rt'lWC L.l1Y 2000 E. Iron S1.
Currie Park ,ne.t'TIt'L. 3535 N. Mayfair Rd.
Dale Creek Parkway

IV'I(~0 \7(c:..1..,..
Dineen Park~~l'" Gi:t(,,~N- pi c.1V vp GI\ÄSJ
-,0,, 6901 W. Vienna Ave.

Doctors Park 1870 E. Fox Ln.
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Pleasant Valley Park
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Bradford & Maryland
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Meetings with Zoo/ Parks
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W62 N215 Washington hienue
Cedarburg, WI 53012

(262)3764246
... where engineering solutions meet water quality...

Meeting Minutes
September 30, 2009 - 8:45 AM

Milwaukee County NR2I 40% TSS Reduction

Milwaukee County ormwater Meeting
Attendees:

Robert Peschel

Milwaukee County Zoo
Milwaukee County Zoo
Milwaukee County Zoo
Milwaukee County DTPW
Group
Sigma

MinaI Hahm

M Squared Engineering (M2)

Karl Hackbarth
Brenda Brandt
Todd Ludorf

Tim Detzer

Minutes Documented on: October 11, 2009
Minutes (by M2):
(Text in italics & parenthesis indicate items not discussed at the meeting, but should be noted).

The meeting was called to review the existing stormwater management practices that are on the Zoo
grounds and to identify potential areas where future BMP's can be installed to help the County
achieve their NR216 40% TSS Removal goals. The following is a summary of items discussed.

1. The zoo grounds primarily drain southerly via overland and storm sewer to a large storm
sewer east of Lake Evinrde. This drains to a storm sewer system parallel to 1-94 which

ultimately drains to a stream (Underwood Creek) that goes behind the Dall Sheep exhibit.
2. The bears area gets pumped to either of the two ponds within their exhibit which goes to the

sanitary system.
3. The elk yard drains to the storm drain.
4. Since the camel exhibit was updated with green space, there is no longer any silt built up.

Maintenance crews stil clean it out regularly - they just don't find any silt anymore.
5. There has been extensive coordination between the Zoo, the WDNR, and the MMSD with

regard to the drainage patterns for the varous exhibits. Clear guidance has been established
with respect to what is allowed to drain to the storm system and what goes to the sanitar

Fax: (262) 375-2274

email: msquared(jmsquaredengineering.com
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6. The Blifford property wil be redeveloped. This is the property that is northwest of

the zoo

grounds, but at the southeast comer ofW. Bluemound Road and N. Mayfair Road. As soon. .....

the zoo.pif'::iJi1J~~~//
'. ./'

as the cleanup is complete on this site, it wil be developed either commercially or for ~o .' . ~
activities as part of

,,/

7. The upcoming zoo interchange wil take land away (approximately 14 acres) from the zâõ---

property. The zoo interchange construction is anticipated for 2013.

8. A new parking lot is being planned to help replenish the parking that wil be lost to the zoo
interchange. A double/single deck below grade parking structure wil accommodate
approximately 700 cars.
9. Maintenance activities are performed regularly. Catch basins are cleaned out two times a year
using the wet-vac truck that the county owns. Daily (weekdays) sweeping does occur in the
parking lots and roadways from May through October. Ifthe sweeper is not functioning,
manual sweeping is performed.

10. Lake Evinrde is a state listed lake and therefore cannot be used as a water quality treatment
facility. The "Moose Pond" across the walkway can be used for this purpose. The existing
storm sewer daylights near here and it may be feasible to route the collected storm flows
through the Moose Pond for water quality treatment. Another option may be to outlet via a
bioswale that slowly delivers the flows to the existing 1-94 storm sewer system.
11. Some of the catch basins throughout the zoo are intended to be "wet" bottom structures
these were
(different and more elaborate than standard catch basins). It's not clear if
connected to the sanitary system. Brenda wil try to get a list of catch basins that they know
of with locations.

12. The catch basins are deteriorating. The salt in
the water has deteriorated the brick. It would
cost approximately $1,500 to $2,000 per catch
basin to replace/reconstruct. It may be feasible

to replace them with a hydrodynamic device to
help with water quality treatment.
13. Happy the Hippo's area does have a rain garden
in the lot by #13 on the map (see right).
14. The existing drive is to be repaved as part of

the

capital budget in Spring 2010.

15. The existing parking lot slopes east to west for
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16. Philip (County's architect) has been installng rain barrels throughout the zoo. The existing
rain barrel
locations along with potential future ones will be provided by the zoo.
17. Monkey Island is fed by well water and the flows primarily go to the sanitary system per
WDNR and MMSD. However, the larger flows to overtop and go the storm.
18. The Dall Sheep exhibit is the same as the Monkey Island and now goes to sanitary system.

19. Lake Evinrde needs to be replenished. The zoo uses approximately 1.0 milion gal/day and
the water is from the city (potable).
draws from both city and deep welL. 70% of
20. The Hank Aaron Trail spur may be a connection point to the zoo. The trail is along the
existing raiL.

21. The existing Lake Evinrde outlets by a
dam. There are no known wetlands in the
area of the outlet. One option may be to

drain the zoo storm sewer system across
1-94 by pipe to a detention facility that
then outlets by force main back to Lake
Evinrde. This could potentially be
developed as part of the zoo interchange
project with WisDOT.

22. The primate building has a new roof this
year. So does the special exhibits

building.

END MEETING MINUTES
If anyone in attendance has any objection, modifcation, or addition to these meeting minutes, please provide the comments to M2
the meeting minutes (April
4, 2008). All comments and subsequently revised meeting
within ten (10) business days of
the date of
minutes wil be fòrwarded to all parties for reconsideration.
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4 Curbed 30
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1
6
1
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o
o
o

o
o
Ò
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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2
2
o

4 Curbed 34

7 Curbed 3

2
2

2
2

6 Curbed 15

10 Curbed 34

8 Curbed 2

874,940,941,1034-1036,1041,1046
914-920,922-924,939,991,994,995
885,1021
1019,1037,1038
883,884
938
902-908,910-913,988,1000
888,895-901,1022-1027
153,925-931 ,996-998,1050-1052
858-862.988,989,1045
387-391,522,503,505-507,511,521,530-533,560-563,747,889,894,1065,1063,1067-1078

866-869, 873,875-877,1032,1033,1039,1040,1042-1044,1048,1049

120,191,193-198,961,977-979,1012
41,61-62,110-111,116,118,187-190,963-965
971,973
108,109,112,113,966,967,973,,993
480-484,488,491-494,980-985
964,975,976
951-959,987,1003,1004,1028,1029
201-204,942-950,986,1030,1031,1047
932-937,1005
138,878-882

Times Swept Drainage CB Times Cleaned Watershed 1D's

Lake Michigan

Oak Creek

KKiLake Michigan

RooUOak Creek
RooUOak Creek

Oak Creek

RooUMenomonee/KK
RooUMenomonee
RooUMenomonee
RooUMenomonee
RooUMenomonee/KK
Root
Root
Root

Menomonee
Milwaukee/Menomonee
Milwaukee/Menomonee

Milwaukee/Lake Michigan

Milwaukee/Menomonee
Milwaukee/Menomonee
Milwaukee
Milwaukee

Watershed

Lake Michigan(5), Milwaukee(29)

CB Distribution
Menomonee (1), Milwaukee (1)
Menomonee (8), Milwaukee (26)
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Meeting Minutes
October 1,2009 -10:30 AM
Milwauke~ S?~.i:ti~!..~~~~o~r~S Reduction
Milwaukee CountyIlVI.rallfJliiii_lt4,ItStormwater Meeting

Attendees:
Greg

High

Andrea Weddle-Henning

Sean Hayes
Tim Detzer
Robert Peschel
MinaI

Hahm

Milwaukee County Transporttion Division
Milwaukee County Transportation Division
Director of Transporttion - Milwaukee County
Milwaukee County DTPW
Milwaukee County DTPW
Group
Sigma
M Squared Engineering (M2)

Minutes Documented on: October 11, 2009
Minutes (by M2):
rrext in italics & parenthesis indicate items not discussed at the meeting, but should be noted).

The meeting was called to review the existing stormwater management practices that are on the
various County roadways and to identify potential areas where future BMP's can be installed to help
the County achieve their NR216 40% TSS Removal goals. The following is a summary of items
discussed.

1. It was noted by Andrea that the goal for all projects is 40% removaL.
2. Greg High noted that a discussion with WDNR the previous day had yielded an interesting

item to take into consideration with the modeling. WDNR's Pete Wood had mentioned that
both the City of Milwaukee and Milwaukee County wil be allowed to take credit for 80%
removal if the area is tributary to the MMSD system. A handout was presented that
summarized the counties and their TSS removal rates.
(Afollow up discussion with Pete Wood and Minai yielded that this was true and it applied to
areas served by a combined sewer system that is ultimately tributary to the MMSD system.

The deep tunnel was not a factor. Pete has forwarded the letter that he provided to the City of
Milwaukee for our use (enclosed with these minutes). However, the project team should

contact Susan Eichelkraut at WDNR. She is the stormwater specialist for the Milwaukee

Fax: (262) 375-2274

email: msquared(lsquaredengineering.com
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area. She would be able to provide specifc documentation for Milwaukee County stating the
same.

It was further noted that this wil be discussed with MMSD to obtain the digital boundaries
for the areas served by the combined sewer system.)

3. ~a~y ~rthe.water quality requirements are based on whether the project is a "major" or
minor proJect. To date, the County has not been able to define the two categories.
4. A list of

the D~part~ents lO-year plan for highway improvements was presented to the
the list:

_~!!end~~s for.discussion. Below is the image of

HIGHWAY 1G-YEAR PlN

200

Cost Typ

Cons.

Community

Project Deription

Year

2010 College (Howe to Pennsylvaia)

Million Mite of Work

MilwJCudahy/Oak Creek/So Milw.

6.10 1.40 Recoct

Milwakee/Oak Cree

6.00 1.00 Reçonstrucl

Milwaukee

3.00 1.50 Major Reh
6.20 1.70 Recstrucl

2010 13th (Raws to Colle)

2010 Silv Spng (68th to 90th)
. . .. iQ11 Z§!h (Puetz to Imperial)
2011 101th (Br Der to NCL)

Fraklin
Milaukee

4_50 1.00 Rec

MUwaukeelWest Allis

5.60 2.25 Major Reh

2012 Layton (27th to Loomis)

Milwkee
Greenfid

4.50 0.75 Recnstcl
6.00 1.25 Recslrcl

2011 Old Loomis Rd (Raon to W. Cui du Sac)
2011 Old LooÎS Rd (16th to E. Cui du Sac)

Franklin

2.00 0.75 Recstr

Grendale

2.00 0.75 Recnstrcl

2011 Oklahoma (12th to STH 100)

~~ (43rd to Teutonia)

2011 PortWashingt Rd. (Daphne to good Hop)

2012 College (13th to 20th)
2012 Mill (56th to 84th)

2013 Ryn (5TH 36 to STH 100)

2013 Belit Roa (124th st. to STH 100)
2014 Mill Roa (9200 st to 84th St)
2014 Old loois Rd (Raw to 76th)
2014 Colege (20t to 27th)

2015 Collee (Pennsylania to Packard)
2015 76th (SCL to Puetz)
2016 13t (SCL to Ryan)

2016 92 (For Home to Howar)

2017 13t (Ryan to Raw)
2017 Nor Cape Road (High St. to Carr Circle)
2018 68 (Rya to House of Coecion)
2018 Ran Ave (Nort cape to 92nd)
Colleg (Loois to 51st)
2019
2019 Colleg (51st to 27th)

Glenal
Milwakee/oa Cr

6.00 1.00 Reco

Milwaukee

Frankiin

3.2 1.50 Major Rela
7.00 2.00 Reconstrct

Milwàukee

. .1.90 0.50 Recstuc

Fraklin

,G.GO. O.7Ó.MajorReh

Grield

1 ~25 1.00 Majo Reha

6.00 1.10 Recrucl

MRwaukeeOak Creek

1.25 1.00 MajorReha

Cudahy/Sout Milwukee'

0.60 . 0.15 Major Reha

Franklin

10_62 3.00 Recnst

Oak Creek

6.91 2-00 Recnstrcl

Grefield
Oak

Creek

Franklin

Fraklin
Franklin

Greenale
Fraklin/GreieldGrendale

TOTALS

5. Projects discussed in specific are summarized below:
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8.00 1.50 Recstcl
12.75 2.00 Reconcl
2.00
0.60
4.00
0.60

2.00
0.75
2.00
0.75

Major
Minor
Major
Minor

Reh~
Rela
Reha
Reha

8.50 1.50 Recstr
127.8
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a. Rawson Avenue (6th to Ash) - there are swales in this corridor. Andrea has the site

plan for this - she can provide this to Sigma.

b. College Avenue (51 st to Loomis) has two ponds and is ARR funded.
c. North Port Washington Road (Good Hope to Laramy/County line) was recently done
and has a detention basin. They may have some plans for this project.
d. 76th Street (Puetz to Imperial) - Transportation has the plans for this and wil provide

them to Sigma.

e. Mil Road (91 st to 107th) has been recently reconstructed.

f. Layton Avenue (84th to 108th) does not have a pond.

g. Rawson Avenue has a pond at 51 st Street. The County has plans for this.
h. South 13th Street (Rawson to College) is part ofthe 1-94 corridor. It was noted that

this is right near the airport and is therefore a dry pond. However, the outlet may be
reviewed to see if swale opportunities exist for post release from the pond.
6. Generally speaking, Ben noted that all projects listed as "Reconstrct" have the potential to be

implementing BMP's to increase the TSS removals.

7. It was noted that local projects that are State let are under the cooperative agreement. The
County does get credit for the local projects.
8. Wisconsin DOT has a TSS removal goal for projects greater than 1.5 miles in length.
9. The project team should look at CTH that go through the combined sewer system.

END MEETING MINUTES
If anyone in attendance has any objection, modifcation, or addition to these meeting minutes, please provide the comments to M2
the date of the meeting minutes (October 14, 2009). All comments and subsequently revised meeting
within ten (10) business das of
minutes wil be forwarded to all parties for reconsideration.
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State of Wisconsin \ DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
101 S. Webster SL

Jim Doyle, Governor
Matthew J. Frank, Secretary

Box

7921

Madison, Wisconsin 53707.7921
Telephone 608.266.2621

FAX 608.267-3579

TT Access via relay. 711
April 27, 2009

Mr. Nader Jabe, P.E.

841 North Broadway
820
Milwaukee, WI 53202
Room

the Combined Sewer Area in the NR 151 40% Calculation

Subject: Inclusion of

Dear Mr. Jaber:
met with City of

On Decembe 9th, 2008 Dearent staff

Milwaukee staff

to formlize the proess for inclusion

of areas in Milwaukee seed by the combined sewer for the developed urban area performce standad outlined
in NR 151.13. This performce standad requires the reduction of total suspended solids by 40% compared to no
controls. Whle originally intended to address only municipal separate storm sewer systems, NR 151.13(2)( a)

does not exclude inclusion of the combined sewer area.

The Deparent and City of Milwaukee reached an agreement on a conserative 80% level of treatment afforded
storm water enterng the combined sewer system while also accounting for the potetial sediment released
though combined sewer overows. The City may refine this numbe with better data if available. Only
municipalities discharging storm water into the combined sewer area will be allowed to take credit.

Municipalities that discharge only wastewater will not be peritted to take credit for reductions unless Milwaukee
chooses to engage in a municipal agreeent to address the total suspd solid reductions on a regional basis per

NR216.07(6)(a).
The Dearent is encourged with your continued efforts to reach the 40% total suspded solids reductions by

2013. The Dearent recommends that you contiue to evaluate reductions on a waterhed scale and strve to
reach 40% reductions to the Kinckinnic River, Milwaukee River, Menomonee River, and Lake Michigan
drainage basins.

Please feel free to contat myself or your regional sta with any questions or concerns.

~~
Sincerely,

Russell Rasmussen, Director
Waterhed Management

Bureau of

Wisconsin Depart of

Natural Resources

Cc: Sharon Gayan - SER

Susan Eichelkraut - SER

Peter Woo - SER

dnr.wi.gov

------------wisc"Ons1n;g-----
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Appendix E
Municipality Inquiry
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W62 N215 Washington Avenue

Cedarburg, WI 53012
Phone: (262)376-4246 Fax: (262)375-2274
... where engineering solutions meet water quality...

November 3, 2009

Mr. Bob Peschel, PE
i 300 West Canal Street
Milwaukee, WI 53233

RE: Milwaukee County 40%TSS Removal

Dear Bob:
On October 22, 2009, letters were sent via email to the presumed contact for each of the i 9 municipalities

located throughout Milwaukee County. The letters inquired about the 40% TSS removal efforts of each
community with a goal of identifying areas that could potentially be used to benefit the County's 40% TSS
removal requirements. As of Monday, November 2, responses have been received from seven of the
municipalities. The following is a summary of the response of each.
Deer:
Brown
Utilizes wet detention ponds, hydrodynamic devices, grassed swales, biofiltration
devices, rain gardens, street cleaning, and catch basin cleaning. A large-scale stormwater
system map identifying the areas of these was included in the response. "The Vilage has

proactively undertaken various stormwater management measures, including several
stream and drainage ditch naturalization projects. The Vilage also aggressively pursues
grants to help defray project costs."

Fox Point:
"The Vilage of Fox Point is a predominantly rural cross-section and manages its
stormwater through a ditch and culvert system. (They) do not currently have a wet

detention basin, although the MMSD basin west of Port Washington Road wil be
transferred to us in the next one to two years. We do perform catch basin cleaning as
well. At this time, it is too early to ask what (they) intend to do in the future to achieve
(their) 40% reduction; (they) are curently in the process of completing (their) SWMP
update and it wil contain recommendations to achieve the reduction levels."

Franklin:
Utilizes wet detention ponds, grassed swales, and street cleaning. The City has about i 75
them are wet-bottom. Retrofitting of dry basins in the
stormwater basins, most of
business park to wet basins at a cost of $200,000 is being done to help meet the 40%
removal goals.

Utilizes hydrodynamic devices, grassed swales, biofitration devices, rain gardens, street
cleaning, and catch basin cleaning. Stormceptors are located in Grange Avenue.

Biofiters are also in Grange Avenue. Wet detention ponds are planned as part of the

Branch Offce in Aurora 1L

www.msquaredengineering.com

Bob Peschel
November 3, 2009

Page 2 of2

2010 College Avenue ARR Project. "We are a built-out curb and gutter community.
40% reduction is TSS is not a realistic goal for us."

Greenfield:
Utilizes hydrodynamic devices, street cleaning, catch basin cleaning and other methods.
Bioretention is planned for Brookside at Root River Parkway. Settlement pond planned
for 1

24th at Howard.

South Milwaukee:
Utilzes wet detention ponds, hydrodynamic devices, grassed swales, street cleaning,
catch basin cleaning and other methods. The locations of these BMPs are in the annual
reports on fie at South Milwaukee and we were invited to go research this if we'd like.

"Prepared analysis (SLAMM) and identified possible locations of ponds. Most locations
private land or collaboration with County."
wil require acquisition of

Wauwatosa:
Utilizes wet detention ponds (specifically on County grounds), grassed swales (at Hart

Park; number too small to have any affect), biofiltration systems and rain gardens
(citywide on private property and Hart Park), street cleaning (citywide), catch basin
cleaning (citywide). The municipality has already met 20% TSS removaL. The City
would be interested in working with the County for additional TSS removaL.

.. Bayside
·
Cudahy
·
. Glendale ·

The following municipalities have not yet responded to the inquir:

River Hils
Saint Francis

.. Hales
Comers ··
Milwaukee

Shorewood
West Alls

. Oak Creek ·

West Milwaukee
Whitefish Bay

Please call with any questions or comments.
Sincerely,

M SQUARED ENGINEERING, LLC

Cc: Adam Hammen, PE - The Sigma Group

F:IProjecls\09-68-025 Milw Co 40% TSS RediictionICorrespondence\2009.l 1.03 Siimmmy of
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W62 N215 Washington Avenue

Cedarburg, WI 53012
Phone: (262)376-4246 Fax: (26?L375-2274

... where engineering solutions meet water quality...

October 22, 2009

Mr. Dave Eastman
Director of Public Works
City of Glendale
5909 N Milwaukee River Pkwy
Glendale, WI 53209

RE: Milwaukee County 40%TSS Removal
Dear Mr. Eastman:

Milwaukee County's stormwater permit requires compliance with the Developed Urban
Performance Standard and 40% reduction of Total Suspended Solids (TSS) by the year 2013.
Milwaukee County DTPW has retained Sigma and M Squared Engineering (M2) to identify and
evaluate opportunities for the County to meet this 40% TSS reduction benchmark.
Demonstration of compliances is accomplished by stormwater modeling (WinSLAMM) applying
land use, drainage system configuration, calculated solids loading, and implementation of best
management practices (BMPs) to reduce those loads.
Milwaukee County is looking to identify potential areas within the County that can be used to help
meet this goal. The County is interested in working with the municipalities within the County to

seek out mutually beneficial areas for the TSS removaL. As a representative of a municipality
within Milwaukee County, we ask that you take a moment to fil out the enclosed questionnaire as
mail
or email this back
it pertains to your municipality and return it to us within one week. Please
to us by October 29,2009. Alternatively, please contact us to set up a telephone conference or
meeting to discuss this in further detaiL.

Please call with any questions or comments.
Sincerely,

M SQUARED ENGINERING, LLC

Cc: Bob Peschel - The Sigma Group

Adam Hammen - The Sigma Group
Branch Offce in Aurora lL

www.msquaredengineering.com

TO Mr. Eastman
October 22, 2009

Page 2 of2

Name:

Municipality:
This form is only meant as a starting point for you. You may use a separate sheet if desired.

Does your municipality have any of the following that are currently in use, or wil be used as
part of your municipality's 40% TSS removal requirements? Please explain on the lines
below. Please include locations.
Yes

No

2) Hydrodynamic devices

Yes

No

3) Grassed Swales

Yes

No

Biofiltration and Rain Gardens Yes

No

5) Street Cleaning

Yes

No

6) Catch Basin Cleaning

Yes

No

1)

4)

Wet Detention Ponds

7) OTHER (explain)

What efforts are being done for your municipality's 40% removal requirements?

F:\Projecls\09-68-025 Milw Co 40% TSS Reduclion\Correspondellce\2009.JO.21 Leuer to MUllicipalities.docx

Appendix F

WDNR Correspondence
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Re: TSS Removal - MS4 Status - Combined Sewer System - sd2586

Subject: Re: TSS Removal - MS4 Status - Combined Sewer System - sd2586
From: Adam Hammen ~ahammenêthesigmagroup.com?
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2010 13:47:01 -0600 (CST)
To: Peter C - DNR Wood ~Peter.WoodêWisconsin.gov?

cc: Jonathan Schreiner ~schreinerêthesigmagroup.com?

Pete
thanks for the prompt response

have a good weekend

Adam Hammen, P. E .
The Sigma Group
direct phone: 414-643-4165
fax: 414-643-4210

----- Original Message
From: "Peter C - DNR Wood" ~Peter.Wood0Wisconsin.gov~

To: "Adam Hammen" ~ahammen0 thes igmagroup. com~
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 12:56:59 PM GMT -06:00 US/Canada Central
Subj ect: RE: TSS Removal - MS4 Status - Combined Sewer System - sd2586

Adam,

See my comments below.

Pete
-----Original Message-----

From: Adam Hammen (mail to: ahammen0thesigmagroup. com)
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 10: 53 AM
To: Wood, Peter C - DNR
Subject: Re: TSS Removal - MS4 Status - Combined Sewer System - sd2586

Hi Pete,
Hope all is well with you.

I have a couple questions for you in regard to TSS removal credits for MS4s.

1. Previously you shared some information with me via email that indicated
Milwaukee County could get 80% removal credit for permitted County lands that
drain directly to the combined sewer system within the City of Milwaukee and/or
Village of Shorewood. I have since heard that the WDNR, based on some more recent
information, is now considering allowing greater than an 80% removal credit for
permitted areas that drain directly to the combined sewer system. Is this true?
If so, what removal credit would the WDNR allow?
Yes, the City of Milwaukee got some TSS removal data from MMSD and the average TSS
removal at the wastewater plant is about 97%. However, this data is a composite
of dry and wet weather conditions so we've asked the City to take a closer look at
the data and attempt to correlate the TSS removal at the plant with the rain

.-.---.------veA-t.£-we.'re--int.eres-ted.in.-£o.r-.s.tm.wat.e.r.t.e.atmenL..~_.2.=n.ch._e_v_ent.s_._and_.i_es_sJ_~_____.__
The City also reduced the 97% by about 3% to account for potential bypassing but
we told them that they probably didn't need to do this unless there is some
evidence that bypassing occurs during storm events of 2-inches or less. Based on
the data I've seen, I'm assuming they'll get more than 80% credit when the more

10f3
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Re: TSS Removal - MS4 Status - Combined Sewer System - sd2586

detailed analysis is done.

2. Does the WDNR allow TSS removal credit for pavement reduction? In other words,
if a portion of an existing paved area (road, parking lot) were physically removed
and replaced with greenspace/naturalized space, would the potential corresponding
reduction in TSS be considered a credit in regard to meeting TSS reduction

requirements?
Per unit area, the TSS generated from a road or parking lot is many times higher
than from a landscape area or even rooftop so you would see a significant TSS
reduction in WinSLAMM if you ran paved parking as the "no controls" condition and
landscape area as the "controls" condition. You would need to use two model runs
to show this. However, the actual benefit will depend on how the WinSLAMM
analysis was developed for the particular MS4. Most are using the Standard Land
Use files to represent the source areas for the various land use types wi thin the
municipali ty. This means that the analysis is based on average conditions for a
"typical" municipality rather than actual conditions. If this is the case, the
calculated benefit would be based on the change from the assumed Standard Land Use
file condition and not the actual condition. However, I think you could try to
removing the equivalent amount of acres for a particular site from a Standard Land
Use based analysis and then develop and run separate "controls" and "no controls"
files based on the actual site conditions.

Thanks and I look forward to hearing back from you. Any information you could
provide would be very helpful.

Adam Hammen, P. E .
The Sigma Group
direct phone: 414-643-4165
fax: 414-643-4210

----- Original Message
From: "Peter C - DNR Wood" ~Peter.Wood~Wisconsin.gov~
To: "Adam Hammen" ~ahammen~thesigmagroup. com~
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2009 9:45:05 AM GMT -06:00 US/Canada Central
Subject: RE: TSS Removal - MS4 Status - Deep Tunnel - sd2586

Adam,
DNR is allowing the City of Milwaukee and Village of Shorewood to get 80% TSS
removal credit for the area that drains to the combined sewer system (see attached
letter). However, this is limited to the area that discharges storm water
directly to the combined sewer system. During the average rainfall year, it's
assumed that the deep tunnel is not activated. This means that only the MS4s that
drain directly to the combined sewer system can get this treatment credit.
Milwaukee County could get this credit if they have permitted areas that drain
directly to the combined sewer system within the City of Milwaukee and/or Village
of Shorewood.

Pete
-----Original Message-----

From: Adam Hammen (mail to: ahammen~thesigmagroup. com)
____________s.en~_W.e.dnesday__-D.ctoheL-L4.,--20.Q-9-9-:-13--1~l:L____~______________~___________________________
To: Wood, Peter C - DNR

Subj ect: TSS Removal - MS4 Status - Deep Tunnel - sd2586

200

2/19/2010 10:56

Re: TSS Removal - MS4 Status - Combined Sewer System - sd2586

Hi Pete,
Hope all is well with you. I am hoping you can help me out or at least get me
pointed in the right direction.
In regard to municipalities addressing the MS4 TSS removal requirements pursuant
to Chapter NR216/NR151, I have heard through the grapevine that the WDNR is or
will be allowing municipalities to take credit for TSS removed via the MMSD deep

tunnel.

What is the WDNRs position and guidance on this?

Have some communities been able to do this successfully already?

We do work for municipalities relative to their MS4 status, so it's important for
me to get up to speed on this. We are currently doing some work for Milwaukee
County _ Any information you could provide would be very helpful.

Thanks,
Adam Hammen, P. E.
The Sigma Group
direct phone: 414-643-4165
fax: 414-643-4210

30f3
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Appendix G
Cost Analysis of 8M P Alternatives
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$4.50
$4.50
$4.50

159,952

2,600

Biofiltration

Biofitration

Timmerman

Mitchell P~rk

$4.50

6,482

34,918

$4.50

159,472

BMP

Conceptual

Unit Cost

Biofiltration

Wet Pond

Wet Pond

Conceptual BMP

Removed by
BMP Over 5
Year Period

Pounds

Additional

Mitchell Airport

i

68th Rawkon

Zoo

I
I

OAT File
Area
i

i

i
i

I

$90,000
$160,000
$20,000

36,500
4,000

SF

SF

$30,000

6,500

SF
20,000

$660,000

147,000

SF
SF

Initial Cost

Quantity

Units

$4.87
$1.50

$19.23

$240,000

$50,000

$15,000
$5,000

$60,000
$5,000

$170,000

$9.26

$710,000

$10,000

$15,000

$4.45

5 Year

Cost

Total

Costs

Cost per

additional
pound
removed

Annual
Maintenance

Conceptual Cost Analysis for Additional BMPs - Milwaukee County TSS Analysis
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Cost Com~ariSOn

$

$

6 Zoo,lCTH

7 Zoo.1 Rawson. Mitchell Park

660,000

660,000

660,000

$

4 zoo,l GMIA, CTH

5 GMI~, Timmerman. CTH

660,000

$

Pond at Zoo

Initial Costs

3 Zoo ~nd Timmerman

I
,

Altetnative

i

I
,

i

TSS Removal Sbenanos

$

$

160,000

160,000

$

$

$

710,000

$

660,000

$

90,000
20,000

$

250,000

$

90,000

$

$

750.000

30,000

$

820,000

$

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

$

$

15,000

15,000

$

$

$

5,000

$

80,000

$

$

80,000

$

15,000
$

$

$
$
$
$

$

25,000
110,000

90,000
20,000

810,000

1,110,000

800,000

1,275,000

945,000

Total 5 Year Cost

Totals

105,000

Costs

Sum of Annuai

$

Street
Sweeping

80,000

$

5,00

Biofiltration
Mitchell Park

15,000

$

Biofitration at Bioflltration at Pond at 68th
and Rawson
GMIA
Pond at Zoo Timmerman

Annual Costs

$

$

Biofitration at Biofitration at Pond at 68th
and Rawson
GMIA
Timmerman

Biofiltration Sum of Initial
Costs
Mitchell Park

